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Phnom Penh falls to rebels;

report leaders flee to China
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Egypt spells out views on resuming

peace telks, in letter to Vance

Thailand Laos
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Egyptian Pifrn*>Ifcl«er Muatapba

jSfealfl: teaLh*pdid Amwfctt
: bassadmralettertotLS. Secretary of

Stale CJrrw. Vaace setting out
Egypt's vftnm tor 4 resumption of

the Mld&e East pesceialk* with

Israel, the<rfflcfalMiddle East News
Agency (MENA} reported ye*ter»

day.- / -,••:•'
:

Kjudfibdx saidfits letterwould in-

clude Egypt'* basic view* on Unking
the E^yjAiu^brseh pence treaty to

.
progress, on tbsWest Bankand Qua
Strip.. -"

. . \
Mena sold UA Ambassador Her-

mann Silts Asked for certain
clarification at * meeting he baft

with the prime minister yesterday

.
The linkage is one of two iaenes

that Egypt teslste bn resolving by
mease of a letter complementary to

a peace treaty between Cairo and
Jerusalem. The other is that the

treaty xfcoattL not take precedence

over Egypt's commitments to Arab
states.

;
Reports from Cairo yesterday

quoted Egyptian officials as saying
that two other issues rejected by
Israel — that the exchange of am-
bassadors be conditional on es-
tablishment of a Palestinian
autonomy and that security
arrangements in Sinai be reviewed
five years after the treaty Is signed
— were "possible fields of com-
promise.*'
Egypt's acting Foreign Minister

Butros ChaH had indicated on Satur-
day that, his government was drop-
ping its demand for a one-year
timetable for the establishment of a
Palestinian autonomy in the West
Bank and Gaza, provided that Israel
agrees to opening negotiations on
this issue one month after signing
the peace treaty with Egypt.
Ghall implied that Egypt would

now go along the provisions of the
Camp David peace frameworks
which eaJ) fornegotiating the powers
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Begin says talks to resume

'within a week or two’

c

/Jerusalem Fast Staff

Premier Men&hem Begin said
yesterday he hopes the treaty talks

with Egypt win -resume "within a
week or two.”

. - Briefing a visiting group of
jnbmbera of the. UJ3. Souse of
Representatives Armed Services
Committee, the. premier said he
agreed with President Anwar Sadat,

of Egypt that the current instances

of instability in the region, and the

recentcommunist advances, made it

doubly important to conclude the

peace treaty quickly.
Begin reiterated Israel's readiness

to sign the draft treatyand annexes
as negotiated at the BWr House talks,

and to pinnae negotiations forthwith

on the remaining issues of dispute.

He said it was-not up to the U.S. to.

convene a renewed; negotiating sea*

Sion. .. . . j.- ;

(Imel Television reported last

night that the negotiations would
resume in Washington next week,
with the two tides' foreignministers

and defence minister* once again
heading the delegations.) 1

The Armed Seivicea •Cwnmtttee
men toW Begin « < «***! bmd iaUI

taea user''

stationed to Ubja Sadst olted this

as an additional example of Soviet
advance in the area.
Military Correspondent Hirsh

Goodman adds:-

The UA congressmen, who arriv-

ed yesterday on a direct flight from
Cairo, stressed that Sadat is still

avidly pursuing peace.
. At the tafl end ofaday dedicated to

studying civil defence methods,
members of the committee and the
V.8. military officers accompanying
them heard from Defence Minister
Ezer Welzman that it Is "inevitable

that we will find a solution and even-
tually sign a peace treaty.” Yester-
day the committee members met
with Begin. Welzman. and the chief
of .military intelligence, Shlomo
Gartt. for over three hours. They
werv.briefed on the balance ofpower
In the Middle East and on the threat

faring Israel.

At the dinner in Jerusalem last

night, the head of the delegation.

Rep. Larry MacDonald. (Democrat,
-Georgia) , said that Egypt was eager
to get back to the conference table

and that the baD was now in the U.8.
Court. Knowing Carter as well as he
dUd. the congressman said, the
American president would rise to the

challenge, ruab to the net, and con-
tribute to a peace baaed on honour,
justice and security.
The .underlying factor in all the

.^*>rrrices here here with- 'the
'delegation yesterday were the im-
plications of the Iranian unrest,
which in the..opinion of the
Americana underlined the need for
an immediate Israel-Egypt peace,
which would stabilize the region.

Large bomb near Haifa Port

dismantled in time by police
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By YAACQV FRIEPLEB
Jerusalem Post Reporter

'

HAIFA. — A sandwich vendor and
an alert customerprevented amajor
disaster near the port yesterday,

.

when they discovered a suitcase
packed with explosives and alerted
the police. A sapper dismantled the
bomb before it exploded. •

The case contained.a120mm. mor-
tar shell, to.which several kilograms
of explosives had been attached,
together with ' a delayed-action
device.;

Police estimated that if the bomb

£ casualties might have resulted.

Police spokesman Inspector Ben-
ny Friedman told- The Jerusalem
Post that, . the incident oc-

curred at I pan, ata refreshment
counter , at tSe corner of Derech

P Ra'atzma’ut and Palmer’s Gate —

-

Just outside, the busy main entrance
to the port.
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‘Inquiry panels

should focus

on main figures’
By DAVID LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Commissions of inquiry will be en-
couraged in future to focus in their
flnritngn oad recommendation* on
the central characters of their in-

quiry., and to ignore the lesser
figures; if that can make their work
simpler: ’Rda is- the purpose of a
draft amendment to the Com-
missions of Inquiry. Law approved
by the cabinet yesterday.
The amendment evolved out of the

e*perience of the Agranat Commis-
sion of Inqulry lnto the Tom Klppur
War. In particular, the case of Aluf
Shmuel fSonen, nnwiwmbr of the
southern front In 1978, who brought
fin action against the Agranat Com-
mission before the High Court ot
Justice, prompted Justice Minister
Shmuel Tamlr and his sides to in-

itiate the new amendment to the key
Section ifi of the law.
The section at present provides

that anyone likely to be impugned by
an Inquiry commission's work must
he shown the evidence against Mm,
“in a way that the commission
thinks fit,” and must be allowed to
appear before the commission andto
cross-examine witnesses.
Underthe newamendment acom-

mission of Inquiry will not be obliged
to inform everyone likely to be im-
pugned by its work. The commission
will have the discretion whether to
inform such a person or not. But if -

the commission decides not to In-
form him — and thus not to enable
him to defend himself — then that
Person must not be mentioned in the
commission's findings - or
recommendations. •

A customer saw a plastic suitcase

standing on the pavement under the

stand. The owner lifted the case and
became suspicious by its con-

siderable weight. He Immediately
notified the police, whose head-
quarters ore situated just across the

road.
After police stopped traffic, a

police sapper put the bag into a

bomb disposal container. He rushed

off- in Mb car to an Isolated spot,

where he dismantled the bomb.
police and Border Police units Im-

mediately spread out to check other

public places. Including markets and

Police commander Tat-Nitzav
Avraham Torgeman appointed a

special team to investigate the

. terror attempt.

Tnrgeman once again appealed to

the public to keep their eyes open for

suspicious objects.

Security officials fear the
terrorists may be trying to increase
the frequency and intensity of their

attacks throughout the country, Itlm
reported yesterday. Security forces
have arrested over 100 terrorist
suspects in the last few weeks, the
news service said. Zn December,
there were 22 acts of sabotage or
attempted sabotage.

of a self-governing authority in the
territories; and an election ot the
authority to take over administra-
tion there for a five-year transition

period.

Ghall said that after these talks on
the establishment of Palestinian
autonomy are concluded, a second
stage of talks will determine “the
definite and final status” of the

autonomous entity and Its relations

with Jordan and Israel.

Talks on the final status of the
West Bank and Gaza are to take
place not later than the third year
after the beginning of the transition
period, according to the Camp David
accords.
Even though the gap between the

Egyptian and the Israeli position
still exists, the weekly newspaper
"A-Siyasi" quoted diplomatic
sources as saying that ”90 per cent of

the work on the treaty Is already
done. The remaining part con be
finished in two days, then the treaty
will be ready for signature.”

Four terror

cells caught
Security forces have uncovered

four terrorist cells operating in

Samaria, and have arrested 30
suspected members of the cells, the
army spokesman said yesterday.
A number of terror attacks are at-

tributed to two of the cells, which
belong to the Fatah. Among these is

the planting of a bomb in a KaUdlya
market on December 23 last year. A
young man was injured to the explo-

sion.

According to the IDT spokesman,
the Injured man turned out to be one
of the terrorists, who had placed the

charge under a car with Israeli

registration — the only such car
parked at the side of.the market on a
busy market day.
The spokesman says another

member of the group surrendered a
pistol to the security forces. He In-

tended to attack "collaborators”
with it.

Two of the cells were caught
before they could go Into action.

Among their plana, the spokesman

j

said, were to kill so-called
"collaborators” with the military
government.
Eight alleged terrorists, aged JO-

23, from the village ot SUwad and
-RarcoUah, ar'e -currently facing
charges in a Ramallah military
court of killing several known West
Bank moderates for
"collaborating." Among the gang’s
victims, according to the charge
sheet, were Hamdl el-Kadi, an of-

ficial in the district education
department in RamaHah; Abdel Nur
Ginhi, a Ramallah notable; Hasson
el-Natur and Salim el Aamar. A list

of further victims said to have been
to the gang's possession Included the
names ot known West Bank
“moderates" Hussein a-ShuifaJ,
Hebron lawyer, and Aziz Sheh&da.
(Itlm)

Syrians, Soviets

argue over arms
DAMASCUS (Reuter). — Syrian In-

formation Minister Ahmed Iskander
Ahmed said that differences still ex-
ist between Syria and the Soviet
Union over the supply of
sophisticated Soviet weapons to
Damascus.
Iskander gave no details of the dis-

pute at a press conference last night,

but he said a Syrian military delega-
tion was trying to resolve it in talks

with Soviet leaders.

ILlOm. for Negev digs
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

The cabinet yesterday earmarked
ILlOm- for an "emergency
archeological survey” of the Negev
in advance of the military redeploy-
ment there under the draft peace
treaty.
The initiative for this action came

chiefly from Deputy Premier Ylgael
Yadln, a foremost archeologist. The
survey will be undertaken by the
Education Ministry.
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Strike shuts down Teheran
TEHERAN (Reuter). — A general
strike called by opponents of Shah
Mohammed Reza PahJavl turned
this city of four million people into a
ghost town yesterday.
Shops, offices and banks all closed

in response to a call from the opposi-
tion National Front to observe a day
of mourning for victims of anti-shah
demonstrations.

Streets were deserted apart from
troops and relatively small groups of
demonstrators.

Shots were fired by the soldiers,
mostly Into the air, although
witnesses said that at least three
demonstrators were wounded. The
total number of demonstrators
throughout the city came to only a
few thousand.
The strike was also seen as a

challenge to Iran’s new prime
minister, Sbapur Bakhtiar, who on
Saturday presented the first 14
members of hisvablnei \o ihe shah.
Bakhtiar was deputy chief of the

National Front until he was expelled
last month for agreeing to form a
government under the shah.
Apparently bowing to popular

feelings, the new government
ordered at least partial observation
of the day of mourning — and
another called for today — by order-
ing the official radio not to play
music until this evening.
Many of yesterday’s

demonstrators shouted Blogans

denouncing the new government as
illegal, echoing a statement on
Saturday by their exiled spiritual

leader, the Shi'a Moslem clergyman
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomelny. who
lives in France.
Meanwhile the Tatollah issued an

anti-Soviet statement, apparently
aimed at reassuring the Iranian ar-
my. "The shah said that If he left

Iran, the country would be under the
red flag, which is not true because
the Iranian people have unanimous-
ly resisted the United States and the
Soviet Union,” Khomelny said. “We
will respect the army and those
generals who have acted fairly,” he
added.
The major talking point In the

streets yesterday was still the ex-

pected departure of the 59-year-old

shah, who has ruled Iran for the past
37 years, for an extended holiday.
The monarch’s two-tone blue Boe-

ing >07 jetliner, parked in the
military section of Teheran’s
Mehrabad International airport, is

expected to carry him off to an un-

known destination within the next few
days.
Royal spokesmen, while declining

to be specific, have strongly In-

dicated that the monarch intends
eventually to return. But experienc-
ed diplomats here say that Bakhtiar
Is likely to come under heavy
pressure after the shah’s departure
to refuse to allow him back.

More taxes in store to

soak up public’s cash
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Finance Minister Slmha Ehrlich
told the cabinet yesterday that he in-

tends recommending an increase to

incase tax. (Meshel threatens —
page 2)

Ehrlich said his ministry would
not raise the value added tax rate,

and refused to say by what rate ln-

oome tax could go up. He was reply-

ing to questions by Absorption
Minister David Levy, who had asked
Ehrlich to clarify reports appearing
to the press about increased taxa-
tion.

The treasury plan to raise taxes
was revealed to Deputy Finance
Minister Yehezkel Flomln by
economic reporters who asked for

his reaction. Both Flomln and In-

come tax chief Moshe Neudorfer are
opposed to a rise in the tax rates.

The treasury has already worked
out that an increase of 1 per cent in
the tax rate would net ILl.Sb. from
the public. Last week Ehrlich an-

nounced that he planned to soak up
funds from the public to neutralize
the Inflationary effects of the
January cost-of-livlng advance.
Treasury figures show that the In-

crement will put ILlm. Into the
public’s pocket.

The cabinet decided yesterday
that Ehrlich should include his tax
increase proposal in the overall antl-

Inflatlon programme due to be
presented to the cabinet to three
weeks.
The cabinet also decided yester-

day to suspend the practice whereby
the committee of directors-general
(of the Finance, Industry and
Agriculture Ministries) is em-
powered to raise the price of sub-
sidized basic commodities by 10 per
cent at a time, without a specified
time lapse in between. The matter
was raised by Absorption Minister
Levy and the cabinet decided to stop
the practice until the forthcoming
comprehensive social-economic dis-

cussion in the cabinet

Mahal volunteer gets last wish: Haifa burial

U.S. pilot downed RAF Mosquito in 1948 war
By BARDOT BAVtLLE
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. —• Wayne Peake, 05, a
World War EE- pilot who fought for

Israel In the War of Didependence,

died a tew days ago at his home in

Los Angeles. In accordance with bis

dying, wish, ha will be buried In

Haifa's military
.
cemetery

tomorrow.
Peake, who waa not Jewish, came

to Israel In 1948 with Mahal, the

overseas volunteers, and joined 101

Squadron.
Told by hi* physicians that he was

dying of cancer. Peake who from
1849 was chief idiot of Flying Tigers

Airline, asked Us boas William

Gelford to try bis utmost to fulfil his

last wish.
Gelford, upon Peake’s death,

notified Mordechai Hod, general

manager of E!1 Al» After consulting

with Defence Minister Ezer Welz-

man, he arranged for Peake's body

to be brought to Israel for burial.

In the course of his war duties,

Wayne scored a major achievement
in a hitherto unpublished aerial bat-

tle.

Aluf (res.) Hod, then a pilot

together withPeake in 101 Squadron,
related. the Incident exclusively to

this reporter, himself a Mahal pilot

and Air Force unit commander In

1948.

"Wayne was unusually kind and

considerate, and most gentle. He
never spoke much, and was indig-

nant when salary was mentioned. He
did not accept any pay.
"An experienced pilot on

Mustang P-Bls, he never grew tired

of Imparting his wide knowledge of

aerial combat to his fellow pilots in

the squadron," Hod continued.

In November 1948, Israel's air

space waa being continually in-

filtrated by a lone British Mosquito,

which almost dally flew over the en-

tire length of the oomtey — the pilot

knowing very well, apparently, that

the Israel Air Force had no aircraft

that could fly at his high altitude. He
was obviously engaged to recon-

naissance activities.

"We were completely frustrated,”

.said Hod. "We just never had any
aircraft that could reach either the

speed or the ceiling of the Mos-
quito.”

Soon after, 101 received the first

two P-51a. Two days later, Giddy
Lichtman. on his aerial "beat,"
spotted the Mosquito and went into

attack. At the critical moment, as he
sat on the Mosquito's tail, his cannon
jammed and he returned to base.

Some days later, on November 18.

Wayne Peake was on duty In his P-fil

when central control of his squadron
notified him that the Mosquito was
performing Its almost dally flight.

Peake, who was flying far above

the usual height attained by the Air
Force's older planes, dived down
from above and caught the Mosquito
by surprise. He shot off a couple of

bursts from his cannon and, not see-

ing any apparent results, made a
sharp turn and swooped again upon
the Mosquito.
Then-commander of 101 Squadron,

Sidney Cohen, a Mahalnlk from
South Africa, carried on with the

story. “Listening in at the control

tower, I heard the second round of

cannon fire being directed at the

Mosquito, then another short burst

and I heard Peake cuss and swear in

a language most unusual for him to

use...'My cannon has jammed and
my shells are all used up and I’ve

missed, ’ he said."

"The Mosquito turned and headed
out towards the sea, apparently
headed for its base In Cyprus.
Vapour trails spread out behind the
aircraft and then Wayne reported
that the plane was on fire. Suddenly,
all at the tower heard an explosion as
the Mosquito blew up,”

Ezer Welzman, 101's flight com-
mander, took off in an Auster «nd
attempted to seek the wreckage of
the plane but later reported that
there was no trace. Peake by that
time had returned to base.

"Two months after the attack on
the Mosquito,” Hod said, "a BBC an-

nouncement from London reported a
question asked in Parliament by
Winston Churchill. *What were
British RAF planes doing to the war
zone over Israel? Further, why had
Clement Attlee, then prime minister,

withheld from the public that an

RAF Mosquito had been shot down
within Israeli territory?’ ”

Cohen added, "It was only then

that we knew for certain that

Wayne's mission had been
successful.”

Peake was back in Israel, after the

She Day War, and returned again in

1975 with his wife Ellen. Not long

after it was revealed that he was suf-

fering from terminal cancer.

Wayne Peake, who was the
recipient of the Ribbon of the War of

Independence and later the Freedom
Fighter Award, will have his last

wish fulfilled.

Today, his body, accompanied by

his wife and his children and senior

officials of Flying Tigers, la to arrive

on an El Al flight from New Tork.

At the funeral ceremony, to take
place at the Haifa Military Cemetery
tomorrow. Wayne Peake will be laid

to rest alongside another non-Jewlsh

fighter for Israel’s Independence —
"Screwball” Buzz Beurllng, 28, who
was killed at Rome airport after tak-

ing off for Israel In a very much
overloaded Norseman filled with

medical supplies.

BANGKOK (AF). — Cambodian
insurgents announced yesterday
that they had "totally liberated”

the Cambodian capital ofPhnom
Penh, toppled one of the most
radical regimes of recent times
and seised about half the coun-
try.

The victory could not be con-

firmed by Independent sources,

but analysts in Bangkok who had
been following the swift
developments said they had no
reason to doubt the claim. There
were also unconfirmed reports

that the top Cambodian
leadership, headed by Premier
Pol Pot. had been evacuated by
air to Peking.
“After annihilating or dis-

integrating the main force
divisions...and smashing the outer

defence ring of the enemy, the

revolutionary armed torcea, sup-
ported by the people, entered Phnom
Penh from various directions, ” a
rebel communique said.

The troops captured key nerve
centres and the city fell at 12 :30 p.m.
(local time), it said.
"The red banner with five yellow

towers of the National United Front
for National Salvation is flying atop
many public buildings In the
capital," the rebels said.
The victory would put an end to a

45-month-old regime that launched
one of the most radical social ex-

periments — and many say the
bloodiest — of this century. It would
also give Vietnam sway over In-

dochina and create growing anxiety
among non-communist Southeast
Aslan nations about Vietnam’s
regional ambitions.
A Thai military spokesman said a

full alert had been ordered along the
800-km. border that Thailand shares
with Cambodia.
Indochina includes Vietnam, Cam-

bodia and Laos, an area twice the
size of Japan with a population of
more than 60 million. Vietnam
already holds sway In Laos.
Vietnam la generally believed to

have done the bulk of the fighting to
the lightning, two-week offensive,

but it credited the victories to the
Front, formed just over a month ago.
Neither Vietnam nor the rebels

mentioned resistance. If any, against

the victors. But Radio Phnom Penh,
In Its last broadcast, had said that

the Cambodian government forces
were going over to guerrilla tactics.

The reported capture of Phnom
Penh was swiftly welcomed by the

Soviet Union, which said the Pol Pot
government "had been a weapon of
the expansionist policy of the ruling
circles In Peking.”
In Washington, the State Depart-

ment said the capture of Phnom
Penh could seriously aggravate the
already tense situation to Indochina,
and that there was concern it would

lead to a confrontation ot the major
powers.
Radio Hanoi said the insurgents

had token the vital southern seaport

of itompong Som — through which
China had ferried moat of its

military aid to Cambodia — and the

southern and eastern provinces of

Takeo, Kompot, Randal, Kompong
Cham and Prey Veng.
Western sources say the rebels

and Vietnamese troops already con-

trol the vast but lightly populated
northeast of the country.
Radio Hanoi, which quoted the

rebels’ new* agency, also sold that

armed uprisings had erupted to most
of the rest of the country.
The radio did not say what bod

become of Cambodia's leaders,
although it quoted Western reports

that two planes had been sent from
Peking to evacuate them along with
Chinese embassy staff.

China. Cambodia's prime backer,
has lashed out at Vietnam verbally

but did not come to its old militarily.

Vietnam claimed yesterday that
China has moved "a large military
force’’ and quantities of war
materiel close to Its border.
Reliable Western analysts in

Bangkok confirmed some Increase
in aircraft and supplies near the.

frontier but said it did not appear
that China had enough military units
near the border to launch a major at-

tack into Vietnam.
The reported capture of Phnom

Penh was first broadcast in the mid-
dle of a regular evening Radio Hanoi
news bulletin.

It followed a sudden ominous
silence from Cambodia's official

Radio Phnom Penh, whichhad failed
to come on the air os scheduled a few
hours earlier.

Hanoi Radio also broadcast a
message from the leader of the rebel
group, Heng Samrin, to everyone in
Cambodia, "young or old, male or
female.”

It sold all Cambodians should un-
ite to liberate the entire country— a
clear Indication that the offensive
does not have limited objectives.

Reports from Moscow said Heng
Samrin might become head of anew
government in Phnom Penh. He was

'

a general In the Cambodian army
until last May when, according to a.
Soviet account, he led on uprising-
against Cambodian leader Pol Pot.

Heng Samrin's communique
said that Cambodians had
lived in terror and under «
regime that hod killed or tortured
more than one million people. His

message, which appeared to have
been written before the reported

capture of Phnom Penh, sold Cam-
bodia would move towards "peace,
freedom, non-alignment and
socialism." Earlier statements of

the Front had pledged to restore

democratic rights and reinstate
traditional practices, including the

(Continued on page t, ceL S)

China hits Hanoi ‘aggression’
PEKING. — Chinese Senior Vice-
Premier Teng Hsiao-ptog declared
yesterday that China “resolutely"
supports Cambodia to its struggle to
resist "Vietnamese aggression,” the
Hslnhua News Agency reported.

Hsinhua said Teng made the state-

ment at a banquet he gave In honour
of former Cambodian chief of state
Prince Norodom Sihanouk, after the
reported fall of Phnom Penh to pro-
Vietnamese Cambodian rebels.

Sihanouk arrived to Peking on
Saturday night at the head of a Cam-
bodian central government delega-
tion which will go on to the UN
Security Council to New York to

launch a protest over the invasion of
his country by Vietnam.
Teng was quoted as saying: "The

Chinese people strongly condemn

the Vietnamese expansionists for

their frenzied aggression against
Kampuchea (Cambodia) and pledge
firm support to the Kampuchean
people In their just struggle to resist

Vietnamese aggression. We hold
that the United Nations has the duty
to uphold the independence,
sovereignty and territorial Integrity

of Kampuchea."
Hsinhua's version of Teng's state-

ment did not elaborate on what
"resolute’’ and “firm" support
China will give to the radical Cambo-
dian government.
But there were reports in

Washington on Saturday that the
Chinese had over the past few days
been carrying out a “fairly rapid”
buildup of their military forces along
their own boundary with Vietnam.
(AP, Reuter)

Israel will take in 100

Viet refugees — cabinet
By ASHER WALLF1SH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israel wtli take in 100 Vietnamese
refugees from a boatload which has
reached the Phflippinea, the cabinet
decided yesterday.
The cabinet statement, noting that

other countries had denied the
refugees a haven, called on “nations
large and small to do their share to
absorbing the Vietnam refugees.”
The cabinet took Its decision by 11

votes to two with four abstentions.
The government will send a special

plane to Manila to bring the refugees
to Israel.

The cabinet set up a special com-
mittee of directors-general of
ministries to fix the arrangements
for screening, selection, transporta-
tion. absorption, housing, employ-
ment and education. The ministries

represented on the committee are
Absorption, Labour and Social Af-
fairs, Interior and Housing. The
Jewish Agency will also have a man
on the committee. The chairman will

be the director-general of the
Ministry of Absorption.
Voting against the decision were

Aharon Abuhatzelra (Religious Af-
fairs) and Gideon Patt (Housing).
The abstainers were Yosef Burg
(Interior) Moshe Dayan (Foreign)
Ariel Sharon (Agriculture) and
Yitzhak Moda’i (Energy).
The majority argued that Israel

could not stand Idly by when helpless

refugees drifting at sea were denied
a haven, precisely because that same
hostility was the lot of the Jewish
refugees from the Nazis.
The majority also said it was quite

likely that other countries, which had
so far declined to take in refugees
from the boats, would emulate
Israel's example.
Burg, who abstained, said Israel

would do better to raise the issue of
absorbing the Vietnam refugees at
the United Nations, for the world
body to plan an organized operation

in which each country would be ask-
ed to do Its bit. Israel should then
agree to take a batch under UN
auspices. Burg said.
Abuhatzelra and Patt, who voted

against, said the Israeli contribution
would make no real difference. It

was up to the major powers of the
free world, such as the U.S., Canada,
Britain. Australia and France, to ex-
amine their consciences. They said
that young couples' and Immigrants’
housing requirements were far
ahead of supply, and that a total of
35.000 immigrants was expected this

year — not countlngfrom Iran — who
would need shelter.

Absorption Minister David Levy
gave Ms colleagues details of the
first Vietnam refugee group of 71

souls accepted IS months ago. soon
after the Begin government came to

power. By and large they had settled

down very well in productive oc-

cupations, Levy said. They had a
positive image. Two of them left

Israel; but two children had been
bom. be said. Apparently theyIntend
to stay.

The ministers assumed in the dis-

cussion that the group of 100 now to

be brought over would also stay for

the foreseeable future and would be
able to apply for Israeli citizenship in

due course if they so wished.

Cabinet secretary Arye Naor told

reporters yesterday that Abie
Nathan's campaign waa "not

(CoaOauod oa page 2, coL t)
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Meshel threatens ‘all-out war*

if Ehrlich raises tax rates
Bjr LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Histadrut Secretary-
General Yerobam Meshel yesterday
threatened to mobilize the country’s
workers in "an all-out war” 11

Finance Minister Slmba Ehrlich
raises taxes to absorb the cost-of-

living advance agreed upon on Fri-

day.

Speaking yesterday at the Labour
Party Central Committee and at the
Histadrut Central Committee,
Meshel lashed out at the government
plan to absorb the cost-of-living in-

crease, estimated at IL286 to ILBOO a
month, which workers will receive
with their January. February and
March paycheques.
At the weekly meeting of the

Htstadrut Central Committee,
Meshel said Ehrlich's plan would
make the government even more
responsible tor Israel's galloping in-

flation.

“The government doesn't have an
economic policy,” he charged.
"Instead of combating black money
and Instead of dividing the burden
more equally, the government takes
money away from the wage-
earners."
“The minister says he’s worried

about the cost-of-living advance,"
Meshel added. "Why doesn't he
worry Instead about rising prices
and the tremendous rate of in-
flation?"
Meshel said the work contracts

signed last year call for negotiations
on raises In April 1979 based on in-
creased productivity and what has
happened to the real value of
salaries. The coet-of-living advance,
he warned, prevented a breach of
work contracts, but was not a sub-
stitute for the April 1979
negotiations. These were put into the
1978-80 framework agreement as a
compromise between one-year and
two-year work contracts.

Gur’« election to Labour’s

Bureau delayed: no quorum
By SABAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Efforts to co-opt
former chief of staff Mordechai Gur
to the Labour Party Bureau had to
be put off yesterday, after It emerg-
ed that no quorum was present at the
Labour Party Central Committee to

vote on the controversial question.

Nevertheless, Gur Is assured of a
substantial majority when the com-
mittee Is convened again.

The question was first put to the

party bureau, where despite heated
opposition 37 voted for accepting
Gut's application and only two op-

posed. Members of the young
leadership were most outspoken In

their disapproval, arguing that
“parachuting generals and
professors Into the party organisa-
tion is nothing but cosmetic treat-

ment instead of the drastic change
needed."
However, party chairman Shimon

Peres praised the contribution of
military experience to political life.

Histadrut Secretary-General
Yeroham Meshel demanded that
more labour council representatives
be brought in to the bureau.
The entry to the bureau of former

ambassador Ctmim Herzog «nd
Bank Hapoallm director-general
Ya'acov Levinson was also delayed.

But before the three can join the
bureau the Central Committee must
approve an amendment to the party
constitution, allowing the enlarge-
ment of the 81-member bureau.
However, of the 840 committee
members, no more than 300 turned
out yesterday. Of those present, 347
favoured the amendment with 83 op-
posing; but on the first vote on an
amendment an absolute majority is

mandatory. At the next committee
session a simple majority will do,
and at that time it is believed that
the amendment will easily pass.

Israel’s Vietnamese pleased by

gov’t decision to take in more

(02)228863/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04)84655

| THE WEATHER
Forecast: Partly cloudy with local rain

mainly In the north.

Yesterday's Yesterday's Today's

Humidity Mia-Max Max
Jerusalem 74 8—12 10
Golan 100 7—11 10
Naharlya 80 16—19 16
Salad 93 10-11 9
Hatfa Pori 84 16—18 17
Tiberias 62 10-18 16
Nazareth 98 10-12 10
Alula 81 18—17 18
Shomron 80 8—13 11
Tel Aviv 72 10—17 18
B-G Airport 66 10—27 18
Jericho 46 14—20 18
Gaza 61 0—17 18
Becrshcba 48 6—18 17
Eilat 35 7—21 21
Tiran Straits 49 14—22 22 ,

SOCIAL & PERSONAL j

A three-man official Norwegian
cultural delegation, renewing the
Israel-Norway cultural exchange
agreement, yesterday visited Yad
Vashexn, the Knesset, the Shrine of

the Book and Bethlehem.

A delegation of the Senate of the city

of Bremen, West Germany, headed
by Senate President Hans Koshnlck,
yesterday attended a reception
given by Haifa Mayor Arye Gurel
and a meeting of the board of
trustees of the Haifa Cultural Fund.

By ALICE VAN BUREN
Special to The Jerusalem Poet

“I so happy,” was the response of
one local Vietnamese to yesterday’s
cabinet decision to grant 100 visas to
Vietnam refugees lingering In
Philippine waters.
Hong, a 26-year-old Vietnamese

woman living In Jerusalem, hoped
the other 2,400 refugees packed
aboard the Tung An freighter would
find refuge in other countries. But
she said the 200 who came to Israel
would be "very lucky.”
Hong, who works as a housekeeper

with an American freelance jour-
nalist based in Jerusalem, Is one of

66 Vietnamese who arrived In Israel
by a series of accidents a year and a
half agj? and w^re admitted with full

immigrant rights In one of the Begin
government's first decisions.
According to Karen McKay,

Hong's employer, the Vietnamese
have done well in Israel, proving
themselves conscientious and hard-
working citizens. Hong, who attends
Catholic services in Bethlehem and
goes out to an occasional movie, says
she has had a difficult time meeting
Israelis but that she likes them
“very much."

live with communists over our
head,” she says. Her brother-in-l&w,

who asked not to be named, claims
he is lookingforward to the day when
his sons will serve in Israel's army.
Hong’s is the only three-generation

family among the 66 who were flown
to Israel in 1977 after an Israeli ship
took them off a leaking fishing boat
in South Vietnamese waters.
The others came singly, or in

broken families, leaving parents and
children behind. The group spent its

first six months in an absorption cen-
tre. where they studied Hebrew and
received medical and other benefits,

including the right to remain as tem-
porary residents or stateless citizens

— enabling them to move on
elsewhere if they wished.

r
'

Two of the group have opened a
successful Vietnamese restaurant In

Tel Aviv; several others are current-
ly employed at the Jerusalem
Hilton; still others have found jobs In
fishing, diamond cutting, and In the
medical field.

About half of the group are
Buddhist and the other half Catholic,

and they still meet together on
weekends at Okafim, the develop-
ment town where they were first

taken Into an absorption centre.‘It Is so free in Israel. We can't

REFUGEES PHNOMPENH
Australian Ambassador Walter P.J.
Handmer and a delegation of some
100 visiting Australians were present
at the dedication yesterday at the
Hebrew University, Mount Scopus
campus, of the Blankfleld Political

Science Building, established by the
Australian Friends of the University
in honour of Israel Blankfleld, theta-

federal president.

Dr. and Mrs. L. Lajoa Gottesm&n on
Saturday night gave a dinner ‘ In

honour of Israel’s ambassador-
designate to Italy and Mrs, Moahe
Allon at their HerzUya Pltuah home.
The guests included the chief of the
Prime Minister's Bureau and Mrs.
Yehiel Kadishal; the U.S. am-
bassador and Mrs. Samuel Lewis;

;
the Canadian ambassador and Mrs.

) Edward Lee; the West German am-
1 bassador and Mrs. Klaus Scbuetz;
; the Swedish ambassador and Mrs.
- Iwo Dolling; the Monaco consul-

! general, Edith Rojansky; and MK
Menohem Savidor and his wife.

Italian Ambassador Girolamo Nlsio
gave a farewell dinner last Thursday
for Israel's ambassador-designate to
Rome, Moahe Alton.

The ZOA House Drama Circle
presents an animated playreading in

English, of "The Collaborators" by
John Mortimer, tonight at 8:80, at

the ZOA House, Tel Aviv.

Rotary Jerusalem West will hold its

business meeting and elections for
officers for the year 1979/80. tonight
at 7 p.m. at the King David Hotel.

ARRIVALS
Esther R. Lands. President, National

Council of Jewish Woman — USA. Shirley

Levitan. Vice-President, Barbara Mendel.
Secretary, Marlce Helper, Ana Robison.
National Board and **«"»>« Levin, Direc-

tor, International Affairs, to participate In

the U-3.-Israel Educational Policy Collo-

quium on January 8-11, co-sponsored by
Ike Ministry of Education and Culture, the

U.S. Office of Education and the NCJW
Research Institute for Innovation In

Education, at The Hebrew University

School of Education.

DEPARTURES
MK Avrahazn

.

Katz, chairman of the

World Zionist Organization's youth and
behalutz department, for a two-week visit

to Jewish communities in Prance.

(Continued from page 1)

relevant” to the cabinet’s decision.

Naor said that Deputy Premier
Yigael Yadin first raised the matter
some two months ago.
He recalled that the Knesset

debated accepting Vietnam refugees
six weeks ago, when two motions —
by Dov Shilonsky (Likud) and Akiva
Nof (DM) — were referred to com-
mittee. He said Premier Begin had
concerned himself with the issue for
several weeks now.
When Yadin put the matter to the

cabinet in the absence of Begin, a
majority of the ministers spoke
against the idea of accepting more
Vietnam refugees.

Medals Corp.

ex-boss fights,

his dismissal

Yitzhak Avni. former head of the
Government Coins and Medals Cor-
poration, who was convicted of fraud
and fined XL19.000, yesterday ob-
tained a show-cause order against
the attorney-general fron the High
Court of Justice, challenging his dis-

missal from his post. The order gives
Attorney-General Yitzhak Zamir 20
days to show why he should not
cancel his instructions to the cor-
poration's directorate to fire Avni
from his post as general manager.

The order also instructs the cor-
poration to explain why It should not
refrain from carrying out the
attorney-general’s instruction.
Avni was convicted in district

court two months ago on three
counts of fraud, and acquitted on
counts of forgery and using forged
documents. In his application to the
High Court he said he is appealing
both the conviction and the sentence.
The state is also appealing— against
what It considers the unnecessary
lenience of the sentence.

Avni has been on leave from his

job since he was accused. According
to his application, Zamir sent a
notice to the chairman of the board
of the Coins and Medals Corporation
on the last day of last year, asking
that Avni be sacked because be had
been found guilty of "an offence con-
stituting disgrace." (Itim)

Substantial Money Reward
for the finder of a

Black Poodle
lost in North Tel Aviv.

Bitch. Of medium size, scar on left side, answers to the name "Brindy."

Tel. 03-752881. 263175.

(Continued from page 1)

Buddhist religion and close family
Ufe (see P.4)

.

Phnom Penh was originally cap-
tured by communist forces on April

17, 1975, following a strategy similar
to the current one used by the Viet-

naznese. The Cambodian war
between the U.S.-backed govern-
ment of Lon Nol and the communists
had lasted five years.

Hostilities with Vietnam began
shortly after the victory and es-

calated a year ago when the Viet-

namese launched a major offensive,

which suffered setbacks.
The current Vietnamese offensive,

which Cambodia said began on
Christmas day. was stAged from
three major border areas — Plelku
in Vietnam's central highlands. Tay
Ninh west of Ho Chi Minh City
i formerly Saigon) and the Can Tho
area in the Mekong River delta, ac-
cording to analysts here.
The Vietnamese, employing ar-

mour. artillery and warplanes In ap-
parently smooth coordination,
struck first at the sparsely populated
northeast and drove to the Mekong
River, which cuts north-south
through Cambodia.
Then they duplicated the basic

strategy used by*the victors in 1970
— cutting Phnom Penh's major
supply and communication routes in
a wide envelopment of the city.

Neither Vietnam nor the rebels
mentioned the strength of the op-
poaing forces or their own
casualties. But analysts said that the
Cambodian army units had basically
"melted away" as Vietnamese tank
columns moved up highways
preceeded by air strikes. (AP,
Reuter)

Shikma gas find

may be viable
Jerusalem Post Reporter

ASHKELON. — Final results of
checks on the gas strikes at the
Shikma-I drill indicate that the find
borders on commercial feasibility.

The results show the existence of
reserves of one billion cubic metres
of gaa. with a commercial value es-
timated at 52m. Drilling costa were
Sim., but more will have to be spent
to extract the gas. If more strikes
are made in the region, production
will be commercially worthwhile.
Geologists are optimistic that

more gas may be found, because of

the geological structure. The next
step will be to search for more gas.

CIVIL DEFENCE.—A civil defence
exercise will be held soon in

Jerusalem. Army units, police and
Magen David Adorn will take part.

Accidents and rescue operations will

be staged. The public is asked to
follow army and police instructions.
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EUa.hu Ben-EUssar, director-general of the Prime Minister’s Office,
assures Fal&shas in Jerusalem yesterday that the government is

trying to help the Jews of Ethiopia (Herskovitz,Zoom T7>

Gov’t to help Falashas, Begin says
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Premier Menahem Begin reported
to the cabinet yesterday on the ac-
tion being taken to help the
Falashas. the dark-skinned Jews of
Ethiopia.
Begin reported on his conversation

Friday with a delegation of Falashas
settled here, who told him of the suf-
fering of their community in the re-
cent fighting in Ethiopia. He said the
delegation felt that the authorities
here were not doing enough.

About 100 Falashas demonstrated
yesterday morning outside the
Prime Minister's Office during the
cabinet session. EUabu Ben-EUssar,
the director-general of the Prime
Minister’s Office, assured the
demonstrators that the government
was doing a great deal which could
not be made public. Later, after the
cabinet session ended. Absorption
Minister David Levy came out and
urged the group to be patient and to
have confidence in the government.

Lebanese liaison men expected

to replace UNIFIL departees
Post Military Correspondent

Israel does not expect the
Lebanese Army to send a fighting
force into South Lebanon, but rather
individual liaison officers and
observers. The Jerusalem Post has
learned.

Over the past few days reports
from Beirut have Indicated that the
Lebanese Government Intends to

deploy a military force to replace
UNIFIL peace-keeping units depar-
ting the area. The Christian ttiIUHwh

are opposed to the presence of such a
force in principle, but It Is not ex-
cluded that liaison officers from
Beirut, attached to UNIFIL units,
would be acceptable.

A source pointed out yesterday
that each time UNIFIL's mandate
comes up for renewal (this time
January 19), the, Lebanese, at
Syria’s instigation, renew their de-
mand to send a force down south.
Christian objections are based on

the fact that the proposed force is

drawn from pro-Palestinian
elements of the army, and would
thus not fill UNIFTL'a peace-keeping
role.

EMPLOYMENT. — December saw
a total of 19,050 persons seeking work
through the labour exchanges, down
from 20,200 in November. Demand
for workers was 29,700 in December,
and 29,900 in November.

WAYNE PEAKE •

of blessed memory
(101 Squadron)

Our comrade in arms has passed away in Los Angeles. Wayne's
last wish was to he laid to rest in Israel. He will be buried in the

Zahal Military Cemetery, Christian Section, Haifa, on Tuesday,
January 9, at 3 p.m.

Air Force Mahalniks are earnestly requested to pay their last

respects to Wayne. ....

A ’hue mill laoirfl f)iA RomaHa Pnntinpnta T HnM Tpl A^iV A -i AA

p.m.

•World Mahal

Veterans of the 101 Squadron
and Mahalniks who took part in the War of Independence

mourn the death of fighter pilot

WAYNE PEAKE
of blessed memory

who passed away last week in Los Angeles.
His last wish was to be buried in Israel.

The funeral will be held in the Christian Section of the Haifa
Military Cemetery, tomorrow, January 9, 1979, at 3.00 p.m.
A bus will be available for those attending, leaving from the
Ramada Continental Hotel, Tel Aviv, at 1.00 p.m.
Those who cherish his memory are invited to pay him last

respects.

In sorrow, we announce the untimely death
in the line of duty of

YISRAEL FREEDMAN w

Country Club shops evaded

taxes, like many others
By BHLOMO AUOZ deposited a total ot TLA, 7m. la

Post Economic Reporter several banka. The investigation is

A comprehensive check of various continuing,

businesses at the. Tel Aviv Country The Country Club revelations
Club, near Herzliya, shows that they came as part of a countrywide cam-
form a sort of "extra-territorial paign at Tmtitrynnra and on the roads,
region" as far as Israeli, tax colletc- now in its third week. So far 088
tlon goes. audita have been conducted, and 801
The value added tax investigations' offenders' files have been opened,

department has found over the last The'purpose of highway checks is to
several weeks, in the course of Its improve monitoring of merchandize
campaign In the retail sector, that during transport, ana to verity tax
the existence of many businessesbe- payment by comparing shipping
ing rim inside the country club has. papers to actual quantities,
not been reported .to VAT The VAT officials’ efforts- have
authorities. •. also revealed tax evasion among
Customs records show that a mini- contractors in the Rehovot area, to

market exists there with no recor- the tune of IL8m., a plaster contrac-
dingofturnover, no bookkeepingand tor .from near Aahkelon, a private
no payment of VAT. .. auctioneer In Ramat Gan, an East
The Country dub visit brought ad- Jerusalem ,restaurateur who hid

dltional results. A resident of lira ILIQm. hi Income, a pet shop owner
who- took on transport jobs .in his in Jerusalem, concealment of
pickup trnek at the club and ILllm. by a painting firm in Haifa,
elsewhere was . checked-. and offences by a pita bakery la
Preliminary investigations showed Nazareth. The bakery’s owners were
that although .his business was remanded for five days after precise
registered several months ago, he records were discovered — not for

paid no taxes. The suspect was the purpose ofVAT payment, but for

ordered held .for seven days, and - receipt of subsidies from the
documents confiscated showed that Ministry of Industry, Trade and
over the last two years the man Tourism.

Inter-PLO fighting in Beirut, north
BEIRUT. — Inter-PLO fighting explosions. Other Palestinian of-

a wave of bomb explosions marred ficials roamed the quarter announ-
plana to celebrate the. 14th azmlver- " ring through buHhoma that the Fatah
ary nfFWah’i foiTwflng here yastcr- Day celebrations had been post-

day. poned Indefinitely.

Four were hilled and six wounded PLO officials said only that securt-

ln a weekend-clash between Yasser ty reasons were responsible for the

Arafat’s Fatah and the Marxist . postponement, hut Informed Palest!-

Democratic Front for the Liberation nlan sources said that increasing

of Palestine. Palestkdan sources tension' in southern l>ban<m had
sniii yesterday. DFLP sources con- raised fears of a possible Israeli air

firmed the -clash, but not the raid.

casualties. Fatah «*fiHnia withheld In other Beirut Incidents, the
comment. - Christian rightist Phalange accused
The Palestinian news agency Syrian troops of breaking the cease-

WAFA reported that, daylong fire by firing on Christian sectors of

celebrations, complete with & East Beirut. According to the
military parade and mass rally, Fhalanglst source, the Syrians used
were to have been staged yesterday, •- heavy roachineguns, wounding two
in a sports stadium near the refugee- civilians and setting three houses on
inhabited Sabra quarter on the edge ' fire. (AP.UPI, Reuter) *

of Beirut. But mridentified elements
'

set off explosive charges near the VETERANS. — About 1,500 Jewish
stadium . . war veterans from 10 countries are
Local residents said patrols of due to participate In the World

PLO military -police toured the 'Assembly of Jewish War Veterans to
region in jeeps and tracks after the be. held In Jerusalem next month.

The .Board of Directors of -the Afridar Company

announce tn sorrow the death of

FRIEDA S0NNABEND yy

wife of Dr. Yehezkiel Sonnabend, founder ofthe Company.

For information <ni the funeral arrangements,
please phone 051-22457, 061-26167.

Dr. HANS TRAMER
• has passed away.

The cortege will leave the funeral parlour, 5 Daphna Street, Tel

Aviv for the Kiryat Shaul cemetery today, Monday, January 8.

1979 at 1.00 p.m.

Toni Tramer n6e Schattner

Moshe Tamarl and wife
•' Anni Schattner

Dr. HANS TRAMER
has-passed away.

The cortege will leave the funeral parlour, 5 Daphna Street, Tel

Aviv, for the Kiryat Shaul cemetery today, Monday, January 8,.

1979 at 1.00 p.m.

Irgun Olej Merkas Enropa
and tiie affiliated organisations

Motorola Israel
Freedman and Fiscb Families

With deep sorrow we announce the passing of
• our beloved

ROBERT R0UBACH
The funeral will leave the Sanhedria Funeral Parlour,
Jerusalem, at 11.45 a.m. today, Monday, January 8, 1979, for the
Mt. of Olives Cemetery-

A

We mourn the pajwdngof a beloved friend

SIMON LIFSCHUTZ,
of .London. •

Yosst, Sheila, Shal Oarmel.

The bereaved family

The Administration and Teachers of the

American International School In Israel

express sincere condolences to

Sara Jane Shapira

on the death of her

FATHER

The unveiling of the tombstone in memory of

JANE LEGUM
will take place on Wednesday, January 10, 1979,

at Vatikim Cemetery; Netanya.

. Tel Aviv University

mourns thepassingof -

SIMON UFSCHUTZ
a dear friend of the University

and a founding member of the British Trust.

- To Hannah Fait .

Our deepest sympathy to you and all your family
cm the death ofyour mother *

M1LCHA GERSHONW
Legum and Kaplan Families Bwl Estate Agency
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By IHBOT GOODMAN
Post MiBtorjr CtmqMBtat

'

The IDP tu* bad tirrwfocc It*

overall procurement programme a*
& result ofcutsin UtisyearVdefence
budget, a seniorjaiUury scarcesaid

"in Tel,Aviv yesterday. ..

. According to the aource.tMj win
mean i^onJEyacidinlcfclnptarchue

ot weapons, but else in the afate ttf

Israel's stockpiles and ammunition
stores. ':*;• \-:ii

;
'

;• '

.

The aofinrceKndlnned thatnowhere .

in the cabinet-diprovediWB defence

budget ot ILto.Sb. have Any funds

been designated ter the Sinai

pullback., or ft*^-Wihrfltia;
alterativedefet^lafrssmrntnrem
the Negev.

:•

' \

:

The n^FOa&eznlttafttha aource

WKWfc Mifl M fl I gl l •

.

w

od on the assumption that there

would be an jgrw^ert .with Egypt
necessitating si' puffbadk, and the

other assuming that the status quo
would, contlnus. The budget,
however, has been finalised on the
aasumptton that.iw extra coeta will

iget cuts

weapons
be incurred as a result of an agree-
ment. He said he had no Idea where

.
the money would come from should
the defence establishment be called
on to effect a pullback this year.
The source continued that even if

• aft necessary money were found, the
government would have to establish
a very dearset of priorities. He said
Uiat the Israeli economy Is capable,
at tide stage, of handling only about
Q4£b. In construction per year,
while the projected cost of the
pullback, not counting construction
of two airfields. Is close to ILttb.
This means, the source explained,
that certain jobs will have to be com*

- pitted first, while others will have to
wait.
Responding to criticism that the

derway would call for a huge Invest-
ment in manpower, the source
claimed that in many Instances the
IDFwas employingmore manpower
than wqs budgeted. The reorganiza-
tion, he sold, would put an end to
'this lie" and raise quotas up to ac-
tual manpower levels.
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Israel, Ganada sign farm goods pact
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By EBiOTE HEfEB
Jerusalem Foot Reporter

"This accord for agricultural
cooperation between our two coun-
tries may aotrsound like the world's
greeted agreement, but it may lead
to Important things later on," Cana-
dian Agriculture Minister Eugene
Whelan said yesterday. He was
speaking,atthe signing in Jerusalem
of a memorandum outlining agree-
ment in principle between Canada
and Israel on agricultural coopera-
tion. Agriculture Minister Ariel
gharou signed for Israel.

;

The. agreement provides for the
exchange of acSeutlflc and technical
information between the two coun-
tries. joint researchprojects and the
establishment of a joint agricultural

committee. Whelan sold "Increased
cooperation in agriculture will con-

tribute to the continuance of good
relations - between Canada and
Israel.”
Sharon said that. In 1977 about

530m. worth of Israel's total of $08m.
in imports from Canada was
agricultural produce. However, of
the $40m. of goods Israel exported to
Canada In that year, only about J4m.
worth were agricultural products.
He said that Israel now is pushing
winter soles of hot-house flowers to

Canada.
When Whelan sold that Canada

currently Imports roses from
Venezuela, Sharon sold, “You had
better buy some from us, too!"

Asked whether Canada would be
willing to sell Israel oil. Whelan said
that while Canada's western
provinces ore self-sufficient and
even export to the U.S., the eastern
provinces Import oil from Saudi
Arabia, Venezuela and Iron. “But In
time of need we would be willing to
shore," he said.

Whelan, 54. belongs to the Liberal
Party and has been agriculture
minister since 1972.

Syrian Orthodox Christmas procession In Bethlehem’s Basilica of

the Nativity on Saturday afternoon. <Steve Roacnbergi

Sunshine brings out worshippers for

Orthodox Christmas in Bethlehem
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Thousands of Orthodox Christiana
packed Bethlehem to celebrate their
Christmas yesterday.

The festivities began on Saturday
morning with a procession into the
town led by the Orthodox Patriarch.
Judea police commander Sgan-
Nltzav Avraham Sostle) said the
sunshine had brought more par-
ticipants than came for the Western
Christmas two weeks ago.

The Basilica of the Nativity was
packed on Saturday night with
worshippers as the holiday was
ushered In with a midnight service.

Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek;

the commander of Judea and
Samaria. Tat-Aluf Blnyamin Ben-
Ellczer: the Jerusalem district
representative. Raphael Levy: and
the Judea police commander joined
Bethlehem Mayor Ellas Freij at the
after-midnight procession in the
basilica which was headed by the
leading clergy of the Greek
Orthodox. Russian Orthodox and
Syrian Orthodox churches.
The Copts, who celebrate Christ-

mas on the same day, held a
separate service In the basilica's

northern chapel. Their prayer
chants In Arabic often interfered
with the Greek prayers of the
Orthodox.

the Coopt

Agriculture MinisterAriel Sharon (left) send his Canadian counter-
part, Eugene Whelan, sign a memorandum of agreement in princi-

ple over an agricultural cooperation pact between the two countries,
at Jerusalem's Belt Agron yesterday. (KUahnHarati)

Kiron ahead in men’s bowls leagues

By HYAM CORNEY
Jerusalem Post Corresponddent

LONDON. — Twenty-six leading
members of Britain's Conservative
party arrive in Israel today for

an eight-day visit that includes
meetings with President Yitzhak
Navon, Premier Menahem Begin
and Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek.
The visit has been confined to the

party’s top leadership, and the group
includes the Tory national president,

Dame Adelaide Doughty; the chair-
man of the national executive. Sir

Charles Johnston; the national vice-

chairman, David Davenport-
Handley: the national director of
organization at the Conservative
Central central office, Anthony
Garner, and six members of Parlia-

ment — Sir Edward Brown, John
Corrle, David James, Arthur Jones,
Kenneth Lewis and William Rees-
Davies.

The group Is led by former M.P.
Michael,;Fldler, director of the
Conservative Friends of Israel,
which is organizing the trip.

The visit assumes a special impor-
tance, coming as It does in a general
election year. The ballot is to take

place by next October at the latest,

though the current favourite guess
is some time in the spring. The latest

opinion polls show Labour and the
Conservatives running neck and
neck.

The Conservative Friends of Israel

now have a membership of 116
M.P.s, the latest addition being
Patrick Jenkin, former shadow
Minister of Energy. The new shadow
Foreign Secretary, Francis Pym. Is

also a member.

Party leader Margaret Thatcher,
regarded as friendly to Israel and to

Jewish causes, has sent a personal
message with the group to Premier
Begin, President Navon and Knesset
Speaker Shamir. The group will also
be bringing another message— from
Winston Churchill, M.P., named
after his illustrious grandfather, ex-
pressing his appreciation for “the
splendid forest planted In Israel in
memory of the late Sir Winston
Churchill, who was a lifelong sup-
porter of the Zionist cause and a
friend of the peoples of Israel. May
Israel and the cause of peace
flourish."

Robbery suspect escapes police custody

... By JACKXEON _

Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Israel Bowls
League’s 1978/79 season is nearing
the half-way mark, with Kiron
heading the men’s

.
section and Ba-

vyon amJRamalHasharon wring

the lead in the women's division.

.

A total of 21 teams are taking port
in the league’s third season, which is

being played off In a single round-
robin. Matches arebald every Satur-
day morning at 9:3Q at the' Israel
Bowls Association’s four greens, two
of them in Ramat Gan and one each
in Savyon and Caesarea. •

Kiron, whose foursome la skipped
by Sam Skudowits, defeated host
Netonya 27-10 in CasuLrea Saturday
to register Its fifth straight victory in
the 12-team men's section. Ramat
Hasharon is second; and defending
champion Tel Aviv shares third

place with Ra'anana, Herzliya,
Netanya and Haifa.
Caesarea beat Savyon 17-11 at

home over the weekend, chalking up
its first success of the campaign. It

left Neve Magen as the sole team
still without a point.

In the nine-team women’s section,

Savyon and Ramat Hasharon are
tied for first place with 8 paints each,

although Savyon has played one game
less. Title-holder TCI Aviv suffered

a surprise 19-17 defeat Saturday at

the hands of lowly Herzliya in Ramat
- Ran qnd is now in third place. Kiron
Is in last place.

LIBRARY — A ILlm. children's

library in Jerusalem's Musrara
neighbourhood was dedicated last

Thursday in a ceremony attended by
Allza Begin, wife of the prime
minister, Mayor Teddy Kollek.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A Haifa man. Yosef
Danino, 28, accused of three
robberies in the Sharon area, es-

caped yesterday morning from the

Tel Aviv court where he was to be
tried.

At 8.30 a.m. yesterday Danino was
brought to the prisoners' courtyard
in Tel Aviv from Ramie Prison.

After leaving the police van, Danino
reportedly pushed away his two
guards and started running toward
the courtyard wall, which is two and
a half metres high. Although he was
handcuffed, and two policemen were
close behind him, Danino succeeded
in climbing over the wall and escap-

ing. police said.

Two civilian guards, who patrol
the parking area and the entrance to

the court about 30 metres from
where Danino jumped over the wall,

told The Jerusalem Post that they
had not been questioned by the
police.

Danino was to go on trial yester-

day for holding up the Bank
Hapoalim branch in Rlshon Lezion
three months ago. Danino was ac-

cused along with two friends, one of

whom was Yosef Gamal.
Gamal, 24, has already been tried

for his part in the robbery and
sentenced to four and a half years In

prison.

Benvenisti to Harvard
Former Jerusalem Deputy Mayor

Meron Benvenisti, who was in

charge of East Jerusalem affairs in

the years immediately after the Six
Day War, is to undertake a doc-

toral programme at Harvard this

year based on the study of five cities

with polarized populations —
Jerusalem, Belfast, Singapore, Mon-
treal and Brussels.
Benvenisti was chosen as this

year's single candidate for Har-
vard's doctoral programme in public

administration.
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Child allowances fall short

for large families — survey
Jrrunalrm Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The children's allowance
which the National Insurance
Institute grants to large families is

absorbed by the fast-rifling costs of
education, leaving nothing for all the
other expenses the allowance was
meant to cover, according to a study
by economist Yossl Shevel. It was
undertaken at the request of Zahavi,
the association of large families.
Although education is nominally

free, the attendant costs of sending a
child to school add up to a con-
siderable amount. Parents must pay
for school uniforms, materials,
lunch programmes and many other
items.
Dr. Shevel stated that a family

with four children in school must add
another IL621 to the IL16.8S0 annual
allowance It gets from the National
Insurance to covei education cost3 .

A family with five children uses up
96 per cent of its allowance, ar.s one
with six children iwhich receives a
total of IL29.720 a year i . S3 per cent
for education Alone.
"That cannot have been the

legislators' Intention." said Zahavi
chairman Avraham Danino. '‘This
state of affairs will increase the
number of school dropouts, present

and future delinquents and social

welfare cases. It will also give us

more unskilled and underproductive
people. We feel there should be a
special education allowance for

families of four or more children. We
explained this to Labour and Social

Affairs Minister Israel Katz last

week, and he promised to do
something about it.”

There arc about 100,000 families in

the country with four or more
children, almost 70 per cent of whom
arc Jewish. Half of all privates In the

armed forces today come from such
families. Ninety per cent of boys who
drop out of school, and even more
girls, come from large families.

The number of large families Is

steadily declining among the Jewish
population, and steadily rising

among the Arabs and Druse.

Danino opined that the merits of

the demand should not be outweigh-
ed by the existence of a small
number of well-to-do large families,

or an equally smallnumberwho give
their children no education beyond
primary school. Both of these groups
would benefit from a special educa-
tion allowance even though they do
not really need it.

Aridor says Katz’s compulsory

arbitration law leaves loopholes

26 Tory leaders due here today

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

The compulsory arbitration law
proposed by Labour and Social Af-

fairs Minister Israel Katz is faulty.
Deputy Minister Yoram Aridor. m
charge of Industry, trade and
tourism, said on Friday.

Aridor would prefer a law which
he drafted 15 months ago. when he
was responsible for the labour port-

folio. Katz's draft Is doomed to

failure, he said, because if will leave
loopholes for the Histadrut to

1 frustrate its application. Aridor‘s

original proposal will be tabled as an
alternative, his ministry's legal ad-
riser announced.

Aridor explained that under Katz'B
proposal, the arbitration bodies
would judge cases initiated by a

works committee only with approval
by its authorized labour organization
— usually the Histadrut. He said that

the arbitration should take place
between the real sides to & conflict,

and not be dependent on approval by
an uninvolved party, especially one
which might be politically
motivated.
Nor does Katz's law allow for

appeal, the deputy minister pointed

out. Some arbitration decisions have
implications beyond the immediate
dispute, he warned, and inability to

turn to a higher authority makes
possible the perpetuation of an error

and its application to a much wider
sphere than that originally judged.

Finally, Aridor demanded that the
arbitrators be judges. Otherwise,
their own Interests are likely to in-

terfere^ he said.

Gars aren't safe — for keeping valuables
The message seems io be — don't

leave valuables in parked cars In

Jerusalem. Thieves netted some
IL175.00Q from two cars In the
capital yesterday.
Diamond dealer Naftali Hershtock

told police that he had parked his car
for only a short time in Rebov
Hapalmah. When he came back he

found his attache case, with IL100,-

000 worth of diamonds and foreign
currency, had disappeared.
When Dutch tourist Hans Klrenhop

returned to his car, parked in the

centre of the city, he found it broken
into. Missing were 4,000 Dutch
guilders, jewelry, and airline
tickets, worth some IL75.000. (Itlm)

Doctors, worried about their jobs,

disrupt work at Afula hospital
Jerusalem Post Staff

AFULA. — Work at the Afula
hospital was severely disrupted
yesterday following sanctions by
doctors. The doctors, who are
worried that the Hlstadrut's Kupat
Holim sick fund intends to fire 25
doctors, worked according to the
Sabbath schedule.

In Tel Aviv, as a dozen young
Afula doctors demonstrated outside
Kupat Holim headquarters yester-
day, the sick fund announced that no
Afula hospital doctors would be dis-

missed.
However. Kupat Holim said it is

going ahead with its plans to reduce
the scope of the work of several of

the departments. It pointed out that

the ' planned cutbacks, which will

take place on February 1. are . a
direct outcome of the sick fund’s
poor financial situation. If, by then,

the Health Ministry does not promise
to allocate money to the sick fund,
cutbacks will be inevitable.

It was also pointed out that the
planned reductions in service are not
a direct consequence of the shortage
of nurses at the hospital.

Dozens of patients sent to Afula
were not admitted yesterday. The
doctors decided to continue their ac-

tion today.
A highly placed Kupat Hoh.-n

source told The Jerusalem Post that
this dispute could endanger the lives

of many patients.

Galilee man stabbed in revenge attack
NAZARETH. — A large police force
was rushed to Relna. a village near
here, yesterday, after the attempted
killing of a local resident.
Four people burst into a house of

the Tatur family late Saturday night,

police said, and stabbed Mashur
Tatur, 25. They then escaped in a car
waiting nearby.
The victim's shouts woke his

parents, and he was rushed to the
Italian Hospital In Nazareth. His
condition was described as satisfac-

tory.

Tatur reportedly Identified one of
his assailants as a member of the
Atamna clan, the village's second
largest. Investigators believe the at-

tacker's motive was revenge. After
the local council elections in
November, a member of the Atamna
family was killed during a heated
argument over the results. The
Atamnas accused the Tatur family
in the death.
The two clans had signed a truce

as a first step towards a sulha, but
yesterday's attack ended tbe truce.

Memorial service

held for Golda
A modest state memorial service

marking the 30th day after Golda
Meir's death was id yesterday at
the graveside cr Mount HerzJ.

President Yitzhak Navon, Prime
Minister Menahem Begin, members
of the cabinet, Labour Party leaders,

members and friends of the family
attended the service for the former
premier.
MK Yigal Allon remarked that

Golda had asked not to hear
eulogies, but "at least we are per-
mitted to keep her memory."
There will be another memorial

service sponsored by the Jerusalem
Labour Council on Wednesday night
at the Tel Or auditorium. Histadrut
Secretary-General Yeroham Meshel
is due to attend. (Itlm)

Grinfeld sixth in

cadet chess
By ELIAHU SHAHAF
Post Chess Reporter

TEL AVIV. - Alon Grinfeld, 14. of

Beersheba reached joint sixth place
in the world chess championship for

cadets ( players under 17) which end-
ed in Holland on Saturday. Grinfeld,
who Is Israel’s Junior champion,
scored 7 points out of 11 games, only
two points behind the winner of the
event and ahead of 34 other players.

The title went to Paul Notwani, 16.

of Scotland. Runners-up of the event
were Jose Huarego of Cuba and
Nigel Short of England with 8 points

each. The USSR representative,
Piotr Korzubov, shared fourth place
with Ivan Fernandes of Chile with
l \-2 points each. Grinfeld’a partners
In the sixth place were J. Jartsson of

Iceland and W. Kaiser of West Ger-
many.
Before the penultimate round

Grinfeld was as high as the third

place but overstepped the time limit

in h!s game with the new champion.
In the final round he made up by
beating Iceland's Jartssohn.
Grinfeld was one of the youngest
participants in the event in which
representatives from 40 countries
took part.
Meanwhile, Nir Grinberg, who

captured the cadet’s title in 1976,

finished in eighth place in the Euro-
pean junior chess championship,
which was also held In Holland. The
title was won by Holland’s V. van der
Will with li points out of 13 games.
He edged out, by half a point, the

USSR's Sergei Dolmatov, to whom
Grinberg lost in the final round.
Grinberg scored 6 Vi points out of 13
games.

U.S, Israeli educators

meet on underprivileged

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Leading American and Israeli
educators will meet this week for
four days in Jerusalem to discuss the
education of the underprivileged.
The U.S.-Israel Educational Po'iev
Colloquium, oprivnR t>**“ ? «**:»• : -

A’! tj.-. ipus. 1? c i* ii?ii • ::
•

plementation of the An??:-:ca*i-

Israell educational agreement sign-
ed in Washington in November J?7S.

The American delegation is led by
Commissioner of Education Dr.
Ernest Boyer and includes Dr.
Patricia Graham, director o 1

'

'he
National Institute of Education, and
Prof. Lawrence Cremin, u,'aider’, of

Columbia University Teachers
College. The Israeli delegation will

be headed by Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer and consists of
leading ministry officials and
academics.

ECG. — An electrocardiograph
(ECG) machine, worth some IL45,-
000. was last week presented to Ass&f
Harofeh Hospital in Tzrlfin, as a gift
from the British government.

EVERY CLOUD HAS
A SILVER LINING

Taking a first independent step, doing

something creative, a smile.

Little victories in a massive struggle - rays

uf light that help brighten the work load

in caring for the retarded.

Mental retardation Is like a physical

handicap.

In some cases it can be helped, even

overcome. Allowing a mentally retarded

person to live his own life in spite of his

disability.

AKIM - the Israel Association for the

Rehabilitation of the Mentally Handicapped

assists the disabled to find a place in

society, to be accepted in their

surroundings.

This can only be done with help, a great

deal of help.

Your help.

GIVE TO THE "ROOF FOR THE HANDICAPPED CHILD" CAMPAIGN

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9,1979

AKIM, THE ISRAEL ASSOCIATION FOR THE REHABILITATION

OF THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

DON'T THROW THEM AWAY
Don’t throw away your Hish-Gad tickets. On the left side of each
ticket there is an isolated square. Scrape off its coated layer and a
letter will appear. After you've succeeded in arranging the letters

of the same series into the name “Mifal Hapayis,” you will receive

IL100, and become a participant in a special prize drawing for two
prizes of 1) IL500.000 2) IL100,000. Win prospects of participants in

this lottery are exceptionally high.
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Pro-Yietnam Cambodians promise

to repopulate cities, allow religion
BANGKOK (UPI). - Pro-Vietnam
leaders who will probably rule Cam-
bodia soon have promised to
rcpopulate cities, bring bach religion
and start up schools. They also
threatened detention and possible
reprisal against those who have sup-
ported the Pol Pot regime.
A policy statement by the Hanoi-

backed Cambodian National United
Front for National Salvation in-
dicated that no new Cambodian
government will be formed In the
near future, even If the two-week-old
offensive overruns Phnom Penh, the
capital.

But the most controversial part of
the eight-point statement, made
public yesterday by Hanoi media,
said that the rebels may take
reprisals against “foreign officials'*

aiding the present government.
"Foreign officials and military ad-

visers. ..who cross over to the
revolutionary forces will be

welcome." it said. But then It warn-
ed. '“Those who oppose the revolu-
tion will be duly punished" after

transportation to “special and
secure areas designated and manag-
ed by the high authorities."
The statement was the first

reference by either the rebels or
Vietnam to the possible fate of cap-
tured foreigners in the bloody Cam-
bodian conflict.' So far as Is known,
only Chinese and North Koreans are
directly aiding the Phnom Penh
government of Pol Pot.
Both sides in the conflict are com-

munist. but have different policies,

as the front’s statement made clear
yesterday. In rebel-held areas, “all

citizens will enjoy freedom of

movement." it said. There will be
“freedom of religion, and repair of

temples and pagodas will be per-

mitted." Schools will be started up
for children from seven to 10 years
old, the policy statement said.

The many Cambodians who have
been moved away from their former
homes will be allowed to return, the
policy statement said. “City
dwellers who desire to return to ur-

ban areas will be allowed to do so
when the overall situation permits."

The regime ruling Cambodia until

now evacuated all cities within days
of its April 1975 victory. Even Phnom
Penh, which once held two million,
now has an estimated population of
less than 10,000.

Officials and soldiers of the pre-
sent regime will receive five-day re-

education courses, except for those
"seriously imbued with reactionary
viewpoints." whose re-education
will be longer.

In Vietnam, re-education courses
for many former Saigon army,
police and government officials

lasted from May 1975 until the pre-

sent.

THE JERUSALEM POST

Giant price hikes

in Hungary
VIENNA (UPI). — Life becomes
much more expensive in Hungary to-

day when drastic price increases —
some up to 50 per cent — come into

effect for scores of consumer items.
Government- announcements said

the price hikes were necessary
because of higher world market
prices, because of increases in local

production costs, and because of the
need to bring supply and demand
into line.

The official Hungarian news agen-
cy MTI said petrol will climb by 25
per cent, cigarettes and cigars by
about 30 per cent, beer by some 20

per cent, and rice 50 per cent.

Even the official newspaper of the

Communist Party, “Nepszabad-
sag," will cost 40 per cent more.
Other price increases are for

stoves, bicycles, batteries, washing
machines, bathroom fixtures and
building materials.

‘Pravda’ warns of

MONDAY.-4AWBARY g. ^
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Cars in Orleans, France, are buried up to their tops In snow as the cold front brought low.

temperatures to France and other places in Europe. "(UPI telephoto)

South Vietnam ex-leaders interviewed:

Saigon never believed U.S. would dump it
LOS ANGELES (Reuter) . — Former
South Vietnamese leaders believe in-

competent generals, cowardly com-
manders and corrupt officials helped
lead to the fall of South Vietnam in
1975. But many were convinced until
the end that the U.S. would save
their regime.

This Is the picture that emerges
from interviews with 27 leaders of
the former Saigon government con-
ducted by the Rand Corporation, the
so-called “think tank" run for the
U.S. Defence Department, and
published on Saturday.
The corporation. In a summary,

said the Vietnamese officials Inter-

viewed saw two different faces of the
U.S. before and after the Paris peace
agreements which were signed In
1973.

One former official interviewed
was quoted as saying: “The only
provision of the Paris agreements
that was observed was the removal
of foreign troops from Vietnam,
namely American troops."
The report summary said:

“Before the Paris agreements, the

American role was seen as that of a
gigantic but somewhat blind and
often oppressive super-ally who did

not clearly understand the nature of

the war. the nature of South Viet-

namese society, the nature of the

enemy or the needs of South Viet-

nam."

After the agreements were signed,
the Vietnamese interviewed com-
plained, the U.S. seemed callous and
uncaring. But the South Vietnamese
believed until the end that the U.S.
would still Intervene in the event of a
big attack, according to the inter-

views.

A former South Vietnamese am-
bassador in Washington, Bui Diem,
attributed some of this confidence to
statements by former president
Richard Nixon.
At a meeting between presidents

Thieu and Nixon at San Clemente, -

California, in 1875, Diem quoted Nix-
on as saying:
“The U.S. will meet all contingen-

cies in case the (Paris) agreement is

grossly violated," and "you can
count on us."

The report quoted many of those
interviewed as making such
statements as: “You sacrificed over
50.000 killed in the war. You had over
200.000 wounded.. .You staked your
prestige on a free South Vietnam.
How could we ever expect that you
would let South Vietnam go?"
Buu Vien, who attended the San

Clemente meeting as vice-minister
of defence, said: “We thought the
U.S. couldn't afford losing Vietnam
because, as a superpower, the U.S.
would lose face...the government of
South Vietnam had the solid pledge
of the U.S. government.. — I was
present at the meeting."
Thus, relying on American in-

tervention in case of a military
emergency, the Vietnamese never
“pulled up their socks" to prepare
for such an emergency, the report
said.

Ky said the Americans had an in-

satiable appetite for "yes men" in

the South Vietnamese military es-

tablishment. Others said the
Americans judged a man too easily

on whether he spoke decent English
or drank bourbon with them.

u.s.-China ties Kennedy well ahead of Carter in first
MOSCOW (UPI). — The Communist IVUIUlvUJ v-s-n. **'*“'*'

Party daily “Pravda” said yester- _ . . -g /v ' • . •—-
public opinion poll on 1980 primaries

MOSCOW (UPIl. — The Communist
Party daily “Pravda" said yester-

day the Soviet Union cannot
"abstract itself from realities" and
will keep a close watch on relations

between China and the U.S.

“Pravda" also repeated its charge
that China is preparing for war and
hopes to use normalization of

relations with the U.S. to strengthen

its position. And it challenged
presidential National Security Ad-
viser Zbigniew Brzezinski's assess-

ment of Chinese-American relations

as a “diplomatic victory."

"While in the West they hope to

channel Peking's aggressive line

against the Soviet Union, historians

should remember the lessons of the

past,” "Pravda" said.

“They testify that those who hard-

ly having armed themselves hatch
aggressive hegemonic plans and
make their own decisions &a to

where to direct the first strike."

ART THEFT. — Eight 17th-century

tapestries valued at 10m. francs

(S2.35m.) have been stolen from an
uninhabited apartment In the

western French town of Perigueux.

police said yesterday.

TO SONOLS ELECTRONIC FUEL PUMR
The pump of the future — the first in Israel.

The new pump has a micro-processor, which ensures reliable

and efficient measuring of litres and calculation of total price.

The eye-level digital readout,

features easy to read numerals for excellent legibility.

You will find Sonol's electronic pump at our

"TachanatHahof” station on the Tel Aviv—Herzifya road
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CONCORD. New Hampshire. —
Here, where the 1980 presidential

campaign will begin in. earnest Just

one year from now, voters
overwhelmingly prefer Senator
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts

over President Jimmy Carter for the

Democratic nomination. The trend,

albeit weaker, was borne out by a
national poll as well.

In two public opinion polls con-

ducted by “The Los Angeles Times"
and published yesterday, among 995

New Hanpshire adults and a control

group of 983 adults across the U.S.,

Kennedy was shown to possess in the

eyes of the potential voters “the
character, the talent, the in-

telligence and the experience" to be
a good president.
When 315 registered New

Hampshire Democrats, were asked
whom they would prefer now
between Carter. Kennedy and
California's Governor Edmund
Brown Jr. tor their party's nomina-
tion. this was the response:
Kennedy, 57 per cent; Carter, 21

per cent; Brown, 12 per cent; not
sure, 10 per cent.

Brown, and to a lesser extent

Carter, fared better among 301

registered independents. In New
Hampshire there are about as many
independents as Democrats, and
they can vote In a primary by chang-
ing their registration to a specific

party at the pollingplace on election

day.
The New Hampshire vote among

Independents gave Kennedy 37 per
cent; Carter, 26 per cent; and
Brown. 23 per cent.

Carter ran better nationally than
he did in New Hampshire, but
Kennedy still outpolled him among
Democrats. The national result gave
Kennedy 42 per cent; Carter, 54 per
cent; and Brown, 15 per cent. Nine
per cent were undecided.
The "Times" poll also measured

Carter in two-man match-ups.
Kennedy scored even better against

the president without Brown in the
race, particularly in New
Hampshire. Carter beat Brown 2-1.

The Carter-Kennedy results
among Democrats:
New Hampshire: Kennedy, 71 per

cent; Carter. 20 per cent; not sure. 9

per cent.
Nationwide : Kennedy, 58 per cent;

'

Carter. 55 per cent; not- sure, 7
cent. • -

Although Kennedy is Insisting

he Intends to remain on the stdeHtf
5

and support Carter, a majority*
voters nevertheless believe Jbe hT
hours 1980 preridenttalamhltion^
his entry Intothe race would notsu
prise the electorate. .

. -v' /;

' The survey fbundampleevidei
to support the old dogma that an)
cumbent president's political !

~

hinges largely on the hafro

economy. Any economic Impro
ment before the 1980 elections wo

nm

11

strengthen-' Carter and'.ntqaS
potential opponents.' .

I.

Across the natiefe.^Kehiredy
Brown appeared id share

-

jj&f
the same youthful coratitu

while Carter drew, heavy
from senior citizens. '

. . /

m

Basically, those ftitervlewed pri

ed honesty .as the quality mdstlfi

portant for a president. Bunchwtf
below, that, both in New Ha
and nationally,, were le

telligence and experience. -

- {The1m AnjreleaT!

I!

m
Fate of advanced arms in Iran worries U.S.
WASHINGTON (WPNS). — Against
the background of continuing
political turmoil in. Iran, U.S.
Defence Department specialists are
searching for ways to prevent some
of the world's most sophisticated air-

craft — top-secret F-14 Tomcats —
from falling Into the hands of the
Soviet Union.

So far. Pentagon sources concede,
no satisfactory answers have been
found.

In the days before religious and
political violence pushed Regime
to the brink of colIapsq/Siiah
Mohammed Reza P&hlavi' obtained
$8b. worth of U.S.-supplied arms in-

cluding 78 F-14a, an aircraft so ad-
vanced that the Soviets would con-
sider it an Intelligence bonanza just
to get a close look.

Pentagon sources said the F-l4s
and Phoenix missiles that they
would carry into combat are in no
immediate danger.
Iranian pilots have been trained to

fly the Tomcats but do so infrequent-

ly. because ground crews have not
yet been trained to take care of the
jets. The planes are stored at two
remote air bases, far from the antJ-

ahah street demonstrations, behind
an imposing security system. The
500 Phoenix missiles that have been
delivered to Iran are stored apart
from the aircraft;

Nevertheless, the aircraft and the
secrets that are held In their
sophisticated electronic systems
could be endangered in the advent of
ah abrupt change ih:'government in
Teheran. Pentagon* officials admit
this could, produce almost Insoluble
problems.

"The planes were bought and paid
for with Iranian money.” a*
spokesman said. “They are
prohibited from selling the planes to
a third country without our permis-
sion, but those planes are theirs.".

Of course, if the Iranian Air Force
authorities agreed, the . F-l4a could

'

be flown out of Iran to a safe base,
perhaps in nearby Saudi Arabia- But

if the Iranians refused to surrehtfiffi.

the aircraft, the U.S. wouldhav?*™
options left. . .

• 4^™
. “If you messed .with theplane*##
soon, you probably would ahraafc-

the new government,” ; an Aft*;

ministration source -said. “If 700
destroyed or stole what is rightfully

theirs, you-, probably: would mate
them permanently anti-West." . r
More troublesome ' are1

U-.fi-:

operated electronic
.
spying systegB

-

in Iran. These ‘‘listening posts" an

Anti-Communist Afghans push for town
PESHAWAR, Pakistan (Reuter). —
Thousands of guerrillas, some arm-
ed only with 19th-century muskets,
are converging on a strategictown in
eastern Afghanistan for what could
be a major battle in their campaign
to oust the Kabul regime, dissident
sources said yesterday.
The guerrillas, fighting in the

name of Islam, are bitterly opposed
to the pro-Communiat government
which took power in Afghanistan In a
bloody coup last April.
Dissident Afghan sources in' this

Northwest Frontier town said that
more than 5,000 guerrillas were pois-
ed some 15 km. from Chtgha Serai,
capital of Kunar province.
The Afghan government of Presi-

dent Noor Mohammed Tarakki is

reported to have moved 12,000 extra
troops into Kunar province to help
put down the insurrection. ,

The sources said It was hoped that
by attacking Chigha Serai the
guerrillas could isolate government
troops in the area, to allow a

guerrilla take-over of the whole
province.
Success at Chigha Serai would also

encourage tribesmen close to the

capital, Kabul, to spread the in-

surrection, the sources said.*

But they added that the guerrillas

were short of weapons and ammuni-
tion and that many were armed with
single-shot British .rifles of World
War I vintage.

Three months ago the guerrillas,

using age-old techniques of sniping

from mountain ridges and rushing
the enemy under cover of darkness,
captured the town of Kamdesh, 65

km. north of Chigha Serai.
'

They have since held the town,
despite constant attempts by govern-
ment forces to recapture it. the
sources said.

Members of the two main Afghan
dissident political parties have been
seeking help from Western em-
bassies here, pleading' that Com-
munist control of Afghanistan poses

a threat to Western democracy.

West German steel strike nears end
KREFELD, West Germany (AP). —
Union and Employers represen-
tatives agreed yesterday to end the
first steel workers strike In Ger-
many's vital Ruhr Industrial area in

50 years.
After a night-long session that

lasted into the 41st day of the strike
and its retaliatory lockouts, both
sides agreed to a 4 per cent wage in-

crease effective for 15 months as
from November 1. 1978.

The draft contract lasting to
December 31. 1983. calls for four
paid off-days effective January 1,

1979. and an additional two paid off-

days after 1981.

The draft follows closely proposals

made by State Labour Minister
Frledhclm Farthmann. a veteran
mediator in previous labour disputes

who did not participate in the final

session that brought agreement.
To render the proposals effective,

the tariff commissions on both sides
were scheduled to meet and endorse
the proposals today. Until their

decisions, some 100.000 of a total

208.000

workers remained on strike or

were kept locked out from 19 steel

plants in the Ruhr area and in the

cities of Bremen and Osnabrueck.

Nicaraguan airplanes bomb guerrillas

Union,.Iran's neighbour tfiufae north;

These stations -are' so Mg&&
classified that even the Iraniai

government does not know tliag

precise locations. It was undervtc

that' if the Iranian political cri.

worsened. the posts.would be moval;

to Turkey. The. installations . weg
moved from Turkey to Iran severs
years ago - during the diipug
between Washington and' Ankara
over the since-dnded U.S. embargo
oh military aid to Turkey.

.

.

Laos said gassing

rebel tribesmen
BANGKOK (UPI). — An airbon
attack which some authority
believe involved ' using poison
reportedly killed, 1,200 .h
tribesmen opposed to. Commut
rule In Laos, an.Amerlc
researcher reported yesterdays.
Communist forces blockaded a

ing of villages and fired artillery

mortar rounds to keep the inten
victims blockaded inside during t

attack, survivors., told tit

researcher.
He said survivors of attacks

the past three years have been
viewed In refugee camps in nor
Thailand.
The researcher,.' America.

Thomas Stearns, sold no proof y
exists that the substance used In;

string of attacks against ;Mg§
tribesmen is actually potsongaz-
But he. refugee camp doctors t

several interested diploma
reporters have.been unable, to t
another explanation for the stbri
from refugees from differ
villages and refugee camps.
Survivors of attacks, have to

similar stories of "gas" fired
small warplanes, and persona co
ing in contact with the substai
developing red eyes , diarrhoea. *

vomiting. In many, cases they hi
died.- - ....

At least 2,000 -Meo are. so .;

reported to have been killed in the

.

tacks, which by inference woq
have to be P&thet Lao or Vietnam*
forces tryingtostamp out a hill tri
rebellion in central Laos, north of
Laotian capital of Vientiane.
The worst Incident so far report

was at a.three-hamlet village n
Phu Kongtao. a mountain near _
Plain of Jars, where most of the if
live.

Mi

r’i:

te-

rn

MANAGUA (Reuter). —
Nicaraguan air force planes on
Saturday bombed and strafed
suspected left-wing Sandinlsta
guerrilla hideouts in Chinandega
near the Honduran border and in the
vicinities of Leon and EsteJi,
residents in the areas said.

No other details were immediately
available but the Broad Opposition
Front (FAO), which groups leading
opponents of President Anastaslo
Somoza, described the new govern-
ment drive as genocide.

Czechs try dissident for i

VIENNA (AP). — Jaroslav Sabata.
one of the spokesmen of the
Czechoslovak Charter-77 human
rights organization, will go on trial

next Thursday on charges of grossly
insulting a representative of state

authority, dissident sources here
said yesterday.

If found guilty, the 52-year-old psy-

chologist could be sentenced to a 12-

month- prison term. The sources
feared, however, .that an additional

18-month term resulting from a 1978

The Naiionul Guard dismissed the
opposition charges as “gross ex-
aggeration" and said the bombing
missions were search and destroy
operations against small guerrilla
groups.
Lcon, Chinandega and Estelf are

three of the five major cities which
bore the brunt of the September up-
rising in which an estimated 2,000
people were killed.

The Sandlnistas, who spearheaded
the uprising, have pledged to launch
another offensive to topple General
Somoza from office.

insulting authority

trial in which Sabata was placed un-
der a three-year probation could be
added to the sentence.
Sabata and other- Czechoslovak

human rights advocates last October
met with Polish friends near the
Czcch-Pollah border. The meeting
was broken up by state security
police: Sabata and others were

'

• arrested.

Authorities, claimed Sabnia had
resisted arrest and scuffled with of-

ficers.
‘
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.. i GENEVA, - r *ad *
,-Jnew UN pwfeniLlM*'** **»

'ij naUonatVflJEr ofttoLWld {IYC) and
• toe 20t» »UiUMrMtfyog the Declara-

tion of the Right* of the CM&
Throughoutthe nrxt 12 months the

efforts Bf.'aUoMi commiwlon*
^throughout tha worhJ will be directed

toward* the plight, «ad ponlbUttie*.

or 1.3 bilUou chQdrea voder the age
of 15.

How will children fare from 1979?

Prom Geneve aod New York, UN
agencies are mounting a campaign
to make It clear that they'would be

feihe first to benefit from success In

This calls for special measures to
help them assimilate while main-
taining their own cultural heritage.

njw any of the UN's many concerns:
Water: A 1875 survey from the

World Health Organisation (WHO)
the

leveT-/ found tost L330 mfflta negate -tec*

mijuf hr ed safe water, . and l,38<f lacked

QuJdr ^ ProP«r sanitation. Seven hundred
million were children, doubly
vulnerable to water-borne diseases,

pie which are a major cense of lnfsnt

« that
Tk

' mortality.
«oUttcjj .

r
« Health:

he babies throughout the world do not
More than 15.8 million

tic |mw ' live to their fifth.-birthday. Fifteen

«Uq«5* million of the deaths are In the

nd „ ^ developing countries. The vast ma-
jorlty could be prevented by. social

development, better food, and
fennel l.

appllcafioa ofsimple treatment. One
ire bsi5 hundred thousand children go blind

on^uw each year from a lack of vitamin A.
ivy Wars anddlaasters: The UN High^ Commlmkraar for refugees assists

some 15 million refugee* throughout
viewed

jsj the world'— four minion In Africa
tac#^ aJoae. Ball are children — and the

Buncfeajj, psychological effects of abrupt up-
v Haa^ rooting on them are Incalculable.

aderaJUg c • Urbanisation: CSties, particularly

In the developing world, are growing
rapidly, and within them, the alum
.areas are expanding at twice the

overall rate.- Borne 155 million
children under 15 are living In slums
at the start of. 1979. -

to sum* “ Migration: Untold numbers of

uld hank P*°Ple 8178 roving with their faniUes
to take up newwork—r some erf them

be
permanently, some temporarily.

Uld flllsr.

IN EACH CASK, says the UN.
children will derive special benefit
from Improvements — like the fresh
water being Introduced through a
quarter of a million village hand
pumps In Bangladesh by UNICEF,
the UN Children's Fund.
Then there la the problem of the 40

million childrenworking without pay
in their family plot of land, par-
ticularly in the rural areas of the
developing countries. They make a
vital contribution to the welfare of
poor families.

And in the Impoverished north
eastern province of Brazil, eases
have been reported ofparents selling

their daughters of 13 into prostitu-

tion. In East Africa prostitution has
been found to carry a serious health
risk : one survey by the University of
Nairobi in 1973 found that there were
7.000 cases of gonorrhaea for every
100.000 population, compared with
305 in Greater London.
The use ofdrugs by young children

is another major problem. Accor-
ding to a recent report from the UN
Narcotics Division, hundreds of
thousands of children areon drugs—
despite police success In seizing a
ton of heroin In Europe In 1978.

Half a million children live in the

hill-tribe areas of the “Golden
Triangle" — Burma, Thailand and
Laos. Their mothers work up to 18
hours a day tending opium for drug
barons. They return so exhausted
“that they lace the gums of young

children with raw opium to keep
them quiet," says the UN report.

In Peru, one out of every five

schoolchildren Is on drugs. A survey

In Colombia found 130,000 young ad-

dicts In three cities. Some 14 per cent
of the addicts in the Philippines are

13 or under.

In the West the habit begins in the

womb for children of addicted
mothers. “For literally thousands of

babies each year the first thing they

know of the world is the excruciating
pain of heroin withdrawal." says the

report.

SURVEYS have found 6,000 young
addicts In Denmark. 20 per cent of

those questioned In a British school

survey admitted use of drugs. And,
warns the report, doctors do not

recognize the distinction between
"hard" and “soft" drugs.

The UN report on drugs states that

studies in France, Argentina and
Switzerland have all indicated that

boredom at home, broken
marriages, neglect and parental
alcoholism are major reasons why
children turn to drugs.

One thing Is certain: the Inter-

national Year of the Child, for those
Involved, will not be a sentimental
event. It will be anopportunity to im-
prove education, change legislation,

affect governments. "We cannot
leave It up to the families." says
Rlgmor Von Euller, the children’s

“ombudsman" for Sweden.
"National legislation has to create

the climate where the family con
flourish."

Above left, ladybird larva, eggs and mature adult. At right, another
friend of the gardener, the praying mantis.

issrng
and his Mends

[ten
GARDENER’S CORNER/Walter Frankl

f^WHEN ORNAMENTAL-shade trees

JL ir
aave dropped their leaves, when

! popular .fruit, trees look like -bare
TTOnmuHf'lr* anrf'-ljnpn* hftvA nntC^^^oroomstieka .and ' lawns have not

. Jt
jrown so much as a centimetre in a

Aw er nonth and when bulb plantings
rf’eveal nothing betHttle tips, the true

^
i

ardencr should, be alert to the
artJMtfjangers of' weather and garden
thru>leBJ«sta.

The true gardener knows every
i

lolc .-orner of Us garden. He (or she) ln-
jpects gan^planta-every morning

attacb^md enjoys everynew apnmt..When a
.beeo^jjant has been-damaged by harshvebeefl^,]

ps in ntf^veather or insects, the true gar-

A«« ri,
‘

no P:

Jener. suffers too. The plants, he
ery^mowa are aninseparable partof Ua

- jgo. For such agardener, there Isno
S'— 1- TI 1. ,1_L a

nce
us^ “.-est In winter; Here is a work list for

Lgai«slJ«e month of January.
polso"

p

PV Tools. Well-cared for. tools do
(joctoff'nuch to incresss the pleasure and
^{plflisnimizxtsh toe difficulty of gardening.

na&jf
^Ancient horticulturists used pointed

nr the 4f<ticks for ploughs, animal shoulder
(jilf^ilades, clam sheila and flints form

amPs. hovels and,hoes; and bundles of
5,»rush for harrows and rakes.

ras"
tool* may be made of metal

^rfloiis^ut otherwise differ little from the

f! juWUTnplements used by the Babylonians
83 wntnries'ago.

*s IN* tool* should be thoroughly
sC ‘ leaned to winter. Sand paper metal

re 0 Tarts to remove any rust and then
^.jj^lP^Vipe with _an. oliy cloth. Wooden

daisy (Bettis, in Hebrew bat hen);
snapdragon (antirrhinum, in
Hebrew Loa ha’ari); stock
(matthiola, in Hebrew mantur);
pansy (viola tricolour, In Hebrew
AmnonveTamar); sweet alyssum in

purple and white (lobularia, In

Hebrew salelei keesef); wallflower
(cheiranthus, In Hebrew mantur
tsahov); and others.
Remove any remaining dahlias

from the garden and store in dry
peat or sand. I have stored them
successfully in dry pine needles.
Planting of fruit trees, grape

vines, roses and ornamental trees
and shrubs, as described in previous
columns, can continue In January.
Fruit trees should be pruned as

soon as they have shed their leaves.

Let light into the centre of the tree
and remove shoots up toan outward-
facing bud. Stimulate poorly fruiting

trees by pruning roots. Dig a trench
around half the base of the tree and
prune back larger roots. Fill the
trench carefully after pruning.
To stimulate new growth from the

base of grape vines, cut back all side

growth to 6 to 10 cm.

ren**'

#&,arta a^£5u^^e painted or oiled. File

rVl^

°Ul
ortf^

lunff UP*M® down to drain dry and

viet!^
106 fctede* dulled by continued use.

°r
rill* Metal watering cans should be

*5."; loses, whether rubber or plastic,
•flU* ^jrfHhould he drained and then hungon a
so f8

Mal*C
ack or 81 rolled up on the

’i
.

^‘fround and covered.
ntsiri

ftf
{ ^ metal part- on a hoe or other

nos
1

0

Ugging tool has become loose, put it

a bucketful of water tor a tew

fit

lours for the:wood to expand e«d
.tic ‘grip” the loose part. If a rake is

reaklng apart, nail the metal part
,
iefS

*ek to tts afick.

I)!®
1

5((
i
Motor-powered laws mowers, if

- - stored In a cold place, should be
1

ofld
of oil and water. Then cover

^irFjgainst duat.
da

;.Krd y.\ I^wos should be weeded well and
*cr

ipri
011 overed by a 2 cm.-thlck layer of

*

.

^ved red soil or compost. This soil

come from the top of a field,

?5Lrs s jV
n<i not

* s »y. fr®1® * »P®t being ex-

0 for a building. Winter rain
i\i

c *1 Vtt1 wash this plant food material
ne « a lawn to help atrengthen roota^
•

*’

s
bfThlji ia nol the season to plants lawn.

‘ Kitchen garden. Weather permit-
bg. plant cabbages, cauliflower,
road beans, radishes, parsley and
nions. In the plains, one can grow
otatoes for harvesting In spring,

j Many annuals can be added now to
°wer beds or sown In balcony con-

^nera for spring Dowers. Nurseries
re now offering larkspur,“r

„l In Hebrew dorpax
i^V.

,,Mriiak:' marigold /calendula, in

to

SEVERE weather has been playing

havoc in Europe, with temperatures
of 20 or more degrees below zero
Centigrade and snow several metres
high. Lastweek the first wave of this

cold reached Israel, dramatically

replacing summery sunshine and
warmth, unusual in January, with

chilly rain and strong -winds.

The spokesman at the
meteorological service has
predicted a short rainless Interval

with higher temperatures before

even stronger waves of terrible

weather penetrate the ’Mediterra-

nean region from the north. If this

forecast proves true, we shall still

have an opportunity to take some
preventive measures for the

coming cold. But even when bad

weather does partly damage garden

plants, don't lose confidence. Spring

will bring plenty of sunshine and

warmth. All will be healed and you

will have flowers to enjoy.

Save your garden. Here are some
preventive measures for freezing

harsh weather:
Stake tall-growing, hollow-

stemmed plants like callas- Fut up

windbreaks such as mats or old

blankets fixed to posts or pine

branches in exposed garden areas.

Mulch and cover the base of roses,

shrubs, young fruit trees and peren-

nials with a thick layer of leaf mould
or dry pine needles.

When the rains have stopped,

spray all ornamental plants, es-

pecially roses, with a thin solution of

scprol and dlviphen or malathion

(handle poison carefully!) against

mildew, aphids and other pests.

friends of the gardener. One is the
ladybird, a small beetle with orange-
red wings and seven black spots. The
ladybird(coecinella septem punc-
tata, or In Hebrew parat Mashe
Rabbenu) Is a great help In destroy-
ing plant lice (aphids). The female
lays up to 600 eggs in the summer.
Each of the hatching larvae eat
some 20 plant lice daily, the same
quantity as the adults. The larvae
mature In six days, and mature
adults live a full year.
' The second gardener's friend is

the praying mantis, called gemal
Shlomo or hatsalyan In Hebrew. It Is

a fascinating insect, famous as a
hunter of garden pests. Take care
not to destroy it when dusting or
spraying with poisonous chemicals.

Mantises turn their heads in all

directions when ambushing their

prey. Primitive people have credited

them with mystic powers. When the

state of Virginia decided to select a
state Insect, this led to a fierce

debate. The house of representatives
championed the praying mantis,
while the state senate proposed the
swallow-tailed butterfly. Fifth and
sixth graders from Arlington lobbied

for the mantis and one 10-year-old

proclaimed, “The praying mantis is

a noble insect, defending mankind
from predators." The students ex-

plained to the legislature how the

praying mantis eats bugs that

destroy corn, peanuts and tobacco,

while the butterfly, In the caterpillar

stage, feeds on peach tree leaves and
cabbage and tobacco plants. The
mantis was voted the state insect

idf* n‘i
^ numroiQ I catena uia, m

lil pr*Jebrew Mpomei hehatid); English
THERE ARE two garden bugs that

should not be killed; they are good

Mantises are masters of disguise

with their camouflage hiding them
from prospective victims and from
enemies. A mantis may resemble a
flower, a branch or a stick. bJending

perfectly with its background.

A female, having found a mate and
possibly having eaten him when he
was no longer needed, will then per-

form her own miracle, creating her

egg nest by beating a gummy sub-

stance exuded from her hind end into

a foam to cover her eggs, neatly laid

in rows. Hatching day sees a myriad
of defenceless fragile bodies emerg-

ing trom tunnels in the neat. Soon
these tiny creatures on long spindly

legs are warmed by the sun and start

off on their own predatory lives.

Earthworm farms. After the last

rains, I used the first dry day to

clean my garden path and to collect

fallen leaves for the compost heap.

When raking the path. I found many
earthworms, which I collected In a
tin and later "planted" in a small

bare spot. 2 covered the spot with

leaf mould and sandy soil. These lit-

tle worms will produce the very
finest plant manure and house plant

soli, free of charge. I hope my
readers will follow my example and
benefit from another “gardener's
friend."
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Iranian presence
LETTER FROM LOS ANGELES/Tom Tugend

THE COMEDIAN at a light-hearted
testimonial dinner for Los Angeles
Muyor Tom Bradley was delivering
a monologue on the city's problems
in integrating its Mexican, black,
Japanese. Chinese and Korean
school children.

"My wife la lucky, she teaches
school In Beverly Hills, " he said,

referring to the golden enclave with
a 75 per cent Jewish population.

“This way. she has to deal with only
one ethnic group — (long pause) —
the Iranians."

His audience got the point. Over
the past few years, starting well
before the antl-ShAh riots, a distinc-

tive Iranian ingredient, albeit with a
high Jewish content, has boen added
to the Los Angeles melting pot.

The newly -arrived Iranian
businessmen, whether Jewish or
Moslem, like to keep a low profile.

But over the years they have quietly

bought up large stretches of choice

real estate, concentrating first on
Beverly HlUs.
After buying homes and land,

often in absentia as an Investment,
the men come over to settle and es-

tablish businesses. In the old Im-
migrant tradition, after a year or so

the men send for their families, who.
in turn, send tickets to their
relatives.

Estimates of the number of
Iranians in Los Angeles range from

20.000

to 100
,
000 , not a large overall

figure but increasingly noticeable in

their areas of concentration. In
Beverly Hills, for instance, some 210

Iranian children, well over half of

them Jewish, enrolled this year In

the local public schools.

"THERE ARE MORE Jews than
Moslems among the Iranian
students," said Masoud Yasbona, a
recent newcomer at Beverly Hills

High School, who sports two Stars of

David on a chain around his neck.
Another Jewish student main-

tained confidently that "In Iran.

Jewish people are rich and con af-

ford to have their children come over

here. The parents are afraid what’s
going to happen to them back
home."
The Influx has forced the high

school to accelerate Its EngUah-aa-a-
second-language programme, accor-
ding to principal Sol Levine.
Looking beyond Beverly Hills, the

Iranian real estate boom baa spread
to even choicer property in West Loa
Angeles. Real estate brokers es-

timate that between 30 to 50 per cent
of homes in the exclusive Trousdale
Estate section are now owned by
Iranians, and some 20 per cent of

houses in high class Bel Air.

So far the Iranian Jews are not a
very visible part of the Los Angeles
Jewish community, although a few
are beginning to appear at sendees
land on donor lists) of established

synagogues.
For most of their social and

religion* octivltiea. however, the
Iranian Jew* tend to stay among
their own. l.wi October the first

"Iranian Jewish Community" Rosh
Hashana and Yom Kippur services

,
were conducted. In Persian, Hebrew
and English, at a rented movie
house.

AN EVEN MORE recent addition to

the local scene are the Yemenite
Jews, who a few months ago an-
nounced their presence with a lively

singing and dancing Yemenite
Israeli Festival. Proceeds of the
event will help establish the first

Yemenite congregation In Los
Angeles, according to Ely Dromy.
the organizer of the show.
The 29-year-old Dromy arrived

from Israel six years ago, penniless
and with hardly a word of English,

and put himself through college with
carpet cleaning and janitorial jobs.
Today he is one of the most
successful real estate salesmen in a
city swarming with intense com-
petitors. who note with respect that
Dromy sold $4 million worth of
property within five months after
negotiating his very first real estate
deal.

WELL-TAILORED, soft-speken and
commanding. Jack Spltser seems to
be the model of a successful banker.
Which, in fact, he Is — or, at least,

was until his recent election as presi-
dent of B'nai B'rlth international.
Wealthy and Influential. 61-year-

old SpJtzer makes large con-
tributions to both Jewish and non-
Jewish causes.
After being elccucd to head B'nai

B'rlth, Spitzer cut off his ties with
the savings and loan association be
had served for years and moved
from Seattle to Washington, D.C.,
where the Jewish organization has
its headquarters.
“Making money is far leas impor-

tant than having the privilege of ser-
ving as president of B'nai B'rlth," he
says.

The post did not come easily:
Spitzer ran for the presidency
against two other candidates, seek-
ing votes from the 1,100 delegates
who attended the B'nai B'rlth con-
vention.
After falling to get a majority on

the first ballot, Spitzer went on to a
second round and won by 170 votes.

B’NAI B'RITH was founded 135.

years ago by German Jewish im-
migrants to the U.S. It was the first

service organization of any im-
migrant group in North America.
Now an International body. It has

550,000

members in the 42 countries.
While 500,000 of the members are In

the U.S. and Canada, the rest are
scattered through Israel. Europe,
Cuba. South Africa and other coun-
tries.

Spitzer Isn't happy with the
relatively small number of Israeli

550,000 strong
By JUDY SIEGEL/Jerusalem Post Reporter

Jack Spitzer

members — about 10,000. He hopes
to see an Increase, with the help of

farmer B'nai B'rlth president
William Wexler, who came on allya

several years ago and who oversees
the Tel Aviv office.

IN NORTH AMERICA, B'nai B’rlth

has built hospitals, orphanages,
homes for the elderly and other

social institutions. Recently, it hsa
constructed 14 residences for senior
citizens. .

.

B'nai B'rlth’s affiliate, the Anti-
Defamation League, Is widely
respected for its stand against the
Arab boycott and for its fight against
discrimination. And Hlilel houses,
sponsored by B'nai B'rlth to promote
Jewish Identity among college
students, exist on 342 campuses
around the world.
About 40,000 Jewish youngsters

are members of the B'nai B'rlth

Youth Organization. AlthoughBBYO
membership was on the decline for
several years, Spitzer says, it Is now
Increasing.
Why do teenagers join BBYO

rather than other Jewish or Zionist

youth movements? Spitzer says that
the BBYO members ore not "told

what to do or believe. They aren't
told what ideology to adopt. It lets

them develop their own resources
and attitudes."
B'nai B'rlth is also represented at

the UN, where It Is a non-
governmental organization serving
in an advisory capacity: “You just

have to call (former UN Am-
bassador Chaim Herzog) to ask him
how helpful the B'nai B'rlth staff in

New York was to him,” says Spitzer.

ISRAELI CHAPTERS support
charitable Institutions and promote

social contact. Hlilel Houses have
been set up at both the Hebrew
University and Haifa University.
In addition, B'nai B'rlth

programmes bring 1,000 tourists to
Israel each year. Spitzer pledges to
increase the number tenfold during
his term as president.
Although B'nai B’rith is not of-

ficially “Zionist" (not being a
member of the World Zionist
Organization 1 , it wholeheartedly
supports Israel.

Spitzer recently met all depart-
ment heads of the WZO and agreed
to "play a major role in supporting
the educational programmes of
Youth Aliya," which has lately com-
mitted Itself to bringing Diaspora
youth to Israel for study.

A SUPPORTER of the Democratic
Party in the U.S., Spitzer con-
tributed to Jimmy Carter’s presiden-
tial campaign but Is, nevertheless,
rather critical of the administration.

"It’s hard for America, with the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans as
borders on the east and west and
friendly nations In the north and
south, to appreciate the problems of
a physically small country like
Israel."
Spitzer wants B'nai B’rith

members to get politically active. At
his installation as president, he
organized for 3,000 postcards to he
distributed to B'nai B'rlth members
In the audience. Each delegate was
asked to mall a card to Carter, as
well as to Senators and
Congressmen, demanding that the
U.S. Embassy In Israel be moved
from Tel Aviv to the capital,
Jerusalem.

Join us
in a ’’Ski and Sun

”

Holiday Festival

in Italy

Alitalia invites you to join the “Ski and

Sun” Holiday Festival in Italy, to enjoy

an unforge table holiday and have a new

and exciting experience that can be of-

fered to you in Italy only by Alitalia.

The Festival includes:

• A stay in the most famous resorts in

the Italian Alps.

• Skiing at ski runs of kilometers long

on mountain peaks 4000 meters above

sea level, ski training by expert tea-

chers for average skiers or beginners.

• Tours to -the breath takingly beautiful

landscapes of Italy and climbing to

the peaks of the highest mountains

in Europe.

• Guided tours by experienced local

guides to romantic castles and the most

wonderful art treasures.

• Winter sports, cultural and folklore

activities, exciting night-life in cities

near the resorts and shopping in ex-

ceptional places.

• Accommodation in luxury hotels at

the lowest prices in Europe.

• Transport from the hotel to the

breathtaking skiing runs.

• Traditional warm and hearty Italian

welcome and delicious famous foods.

And an additional important detail: The
rate of exchange in Italy is very favour-

able so that you get more for your mo-

ney to enjoy a healthy and refreshing

unfoigetable holiday.

You’ll enjoy our “Ski and Sun” Holiday

- well be happy to show you how.

For further information contact your
local travel agent or Alitalia offices.

/Ilitalia
We’ll show the world
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i Brazilian fantasy
CINEMA/Ruth Ariella Broyde

l)ONA FLOR AND DEB TWO
HUSBANDS. Starring Sonia Braga. Jose
Wllkcr. and Matrro Mendonca. Written and
directed by Brnno Barreto. Bued on a
novel bv Jorge Amado. (Gat Ttaeatre. Tel

Aviv)

BRAZIL, nicknamed “The Sleeping
Giant'

1 by Latin American political

experts, does indeed have a film in-

dustry. and one that
,
certainly has

not been napping. Very few
Brazilian films have managed to
reach our shores but “Dona Flor and
Her Two Husbands" should be
greeted with great fanfare.

A warm and utterly unpretentious
film. "Dona Flor" somehow
manages to combine puritanlsm
with licentiousness, resulting In

what can only be called erotic
propriety.
The film begins with a carnival

scene reminiscent of that in the
internationally-acclaimed 1958
Brazilian film Orpheu Negro (Black
Orpheus). But in “Dona Flor” the
natives are celebrating carnival in
1943 not in Rio de Janeiro, but lh
Bahia, the charming seaside city
that was Brazil's capital long before
the ultra-modem Brasilia was on the
drawing board.

Vadinho. Dona Flor's young,
amorous, and good-for-nothing hus-
band is eagerly pursuing the un-
dulating hips of a street dancer in

gold lamb when he suddenly
collapses. His young heart, weary
from whoremongerlng, gambling,
lying, and cheating, has simply
decided to retire.

corrigible ne'er do well who caused
his wife only grief and aggravation.

Flor, however, remembers only his.

kisses “burning with raw onion,"
and his incomparable love-making.
A year passes and Dona Flor's

mother and friends finally convince
her to exchange her mourning dress
for a turquoise frock and bright
beads. They also arrange for her to'

meet Teodoro, the town's respec-
table bachelor pharmacist, as much
an antidote for Vadinho as a replace-
ment. they assure her.

Flor begins life with this second
husband optimistically, only to dis-

cover that devotion, respect, integri-

ty, and kindness are no substitutes

for passion.
Lo and behold, Vadinho returns to

life, real enough to Flor’s eyes,

though invisible to everybody else.

Whether Vadinho is an Imaginary
reincarnation of Flor's longing, or

whether he does indeed return la ul-

timately unimportant. Flor has what
many women have fantasized about:
one husband who is the ideal

.

provider and one who is the ideal

lover.

FLOR, young, beautiful, and
devoted to her philandering hus-
band, tearfully receives the town
mourners at Vadinho's tragicomic
funeral. All agree that he was an in-

ALL THE MAJOR actors: Jose
Wilken as Vadinho, Mauro Mendon-
ca as Teodoro, and Sonia Braga as

Flor have been admirably cast. The
pastel houses and wide paved-street

of Bahia, the ritual scenes of

Brazilian voodoo, Flor's visit to the

local 'favela (slum), and the street

carnival all lend the film a documen-
tary quality which only enhances the

Improbabilities.

Together, the erotic propriety and
dreamy realism of “Dona Flor and

Her Two Husbands" make for

delightful entertainment^ Hopefully,

this will be just one of many more
Brazilian films to come our way.

When I am a cat../

DANCE/Dora Sowden

THIRTY-NINE beautiful young peo-

ple sat on the floor of Jerusalem's
Geulim School hall.

.
down Ba'ka

way. On squares of paper, they drew
what they thought were Images of

themselves.
Anne Halprtn from San Francisco

was conducting one ofher celebrated
happenings — already known here,

too. from previous visits. She said

she had come this time on holiday

but was "talked Into it." The young
people — all teachers and students of

various kinds— had come to this ses-

sion, organized by the Jerusalem
Drama Workshop.

This private, hut officially spon-
sored.' undertaking begun about
three years ago is managed by a
board and directed by Gabl Lev.
There are 150 student members, and
there are nightly classes for about 15
at a time on various aspects of
drama and movement, held in

various locations.

Soon the “self-portraits"^were.,
ttrtuck oh the walls— oneshowingthe:
Cheated back of a nakedwoman, one a
‘'bearded face, one' a smiling fuzzy

;
head, one an "abstract"

i diagram. The full-length ones
were childlike or childish— all more

;
or less funny. If any saw themselves
as beautiful, it didn’t show.

"Most of them" have drawn only
heads as if they have no bodies,"
Anne Halprln {Minted out. "So we
will do something to bring to mind
the body as a whole."
“Now we are going to use move-

ment — first in your private, per-
sonal space, then as you relate to
others and' then to the environment
in which you -create a ritual of your
own," she said. "You must do and
feel what you are doing, for true ex-
perience."

THEY BEGAN with deep breathing,
hissing out the air, being told to Im-
agine It like water. "Let the move-
ment grow — from your spine.

shoulders, back of the neck. Empty
your ribcage and then fill it. Keep it

alert. Let the breathing travel
through your body. Now let the air

sound."
There was wailing and moaning,

sinking to the ground, stretching up-
wards. crawling, stalking— all with
eyes closed. Then, with open eyes,

they turned "animal:" ducks quack-
ing, birds flying and chirping, lions

^

roaring, cats meowing— and turned

'

back to "humans" with similar
moves and word-sounds.
Next they had to tall of their doing

and feeling in an “I” message:
"When I am a lion, I am strong,"
said one. "When I have my eyes clos-

ed, X am free," said another. "When
I play cat, I’m myself," said a third.

"When I’m out of contact, I feel

abandoned," said yet another. And
so on.
They went, on to create “en-

vironments." Within minutes, with
the benches from alongthe walls, the :

'blankf&s.on which they sat, candles,
incense, sticks and a record player*'

- Coiassical music)
, they created a

warm intimate "nightclub" effect

through which they moved, holding
the lighted sticks or just swaying
about or dancing slowly, mostly in-

dividually.

Finally they gathered round the lit

candles and made a singing circle,

first in tune with the record player,

then suddenly breaking into “See the
Conquering Hero Comes." I said to

one girl, "You must all have been at

the Judas Maccabaeus performance
last week. That’s from the Handel
oratorio."
She looked surprised. “But that’s &

Hanukka song," she said. Come to

think of it, It is. .

The drawings after all this— done
a second time — were much freer.

Many still drew only faces, but most
now gave themselves some “body" .

— one even a cat body.
What else it did for them was hard

to tell.

CLASSIFIEDS 3
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday’s
paper: & p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p-m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (far addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of HAS for eight words; ILii fa- each additionalword.
Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL120 fa eight words; ILlB fa each-
additional word. These rates do not Include VAT.

WHERE TO DINE SITUATIONS VACANT

WHERE TO STAY

SERVICED APARTMENTS fa rent. Short
term- from $19 per day. Special
arrangements for long term. Berzllya
Heights. Tel. 03-930251. 4 Rehov El Al.
Horsliya.

BUSINESS PREMISES

FOR SALE In Hod Hasbaron one dunam with
licence to build high building of 12 floors. Tel.
052-32398.

DWELLINGS

TEL AVIV

TO LET. 2'<fc luxurious flat, Bnel Dan,
furnished, alrconditloned, telephone, park-
ing. until June 1980. Tel. 03-453301. 03-932357.

INSURANCE

BEFORE RENEWING houaehold'-
Butomobllc Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. os-
717811; Jerusalem 02*718288.

II

PURCHASE/SALE
' -ii

PHILIP BUTS: furniture, antiques,
refrigerators. Inheritances. Tel 03-884539,

evenings 03-388489.

SEGAL BUTS everything, televisions,
stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-

*3*790. 03-86371B.

OREN RUTS: Refrigerators, televisions,

furniture, antiques and lnherflances. Tel'. 03-

JC175M.

G00D
NEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you've been reading"
The Jerusalem Post end yotir'd.jUce

to keep in touch with events in

Israel when you return horns. Well,
you can do It through The
Jerusalem Post Intemethmst Edi-

tion, air-mailed worldwide every
week with the latest nows,
features and photos.

Walk into any branch of ona of tha
banka listed below and you can.
taka out a subscription today. It

only takas s few minutes. Hava a
nice vacation and a safe journey
home.

BANK HAPOALIM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK'
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK

TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL; 8.15 English 6. B.35

Language and Communications 3-5.

9.00 Math 7. 9.20 English 5. 9.40 Fami-
ly Situation. 10.10 Scienae B. 10.30

Programme for kindergarteners.
11.10 English 8. 11.30 Mathematics
12.00 Biology 9-10. 12.20 Citizenship 7.

12.40 Language 7. 13.00 Literature 10-
'12. 13.40 Nature 15.30 Geometry 5-8.

_
15.45 English 6. 15.00 Programme- for
kindergarteners. 18.30 Science Fic-
tion series. 17.00Newtrends in educa-
tion.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 The Double Deckers — new
aeries about 7 children who live In a
double decker bus.
18-00 Musical Chairs — with guest

,stars Gldl Keren and the “Brothers
and Sisters"
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.32 Sports
19.27 Programme announcements
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Morasha.
Special programme faAmra B'tevet

20.30 The Muppet Show
21.00 M&bat newsreel
21.30 Law of the Day, MK Yehuda
Ben-Melr and Dr. Hillel Halkin
debate the proposed change in the
post mortem law.
22.40 The Sweeney
23.30 Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV tunofUciaU

:

17.40* Laff a Bit. 17.55 Chakon and
the WheeUea. 13.00 Thunder. 16.30

French Hour (T&rzan onJTV 3) 19.00

News in French. 19.80 News in
Hebrew. 20.00* News in Arabic. 20.30

Life begins at Forty. 21.10 The Foun-
dation. 22.00 News In English. 22.10*

Sword of Justice.

* (JTV 8, Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV S)

CINEMAS

Jerusalem 4, 7, 9

Arnon: Rolling Thunder; Eden: The
Unglorious Bastard; Edison: Gone
with the Wind. 4, 8; Habirah: Blind
Rage; Kflr: The Silent Partner;
Mitchell: Coma 7. 9. Wed. also at 4;

OrgO: LaDentelllert; Onu: Leopard
in the Snow; Orion: Hooper; Ron:
Death on the Nile; Semador: Cousin,

Courine 7, 9.15; Small Auditorium
Binyenel Ha’ooma: ToweringInferno
6.45. 9.80; Cinema One: Ship of Fools
0.80, 9.13

Tel Aviv IM, 7.15, 9.80

ADenby: Where Eagles Dare A20,
9.15; Chen: Grease 4.80, 7, 9.30;

Querns One: High Riders; Cinema
Two: An Unmarried Woman; Dekel:
1900 (Fart One) 7.10. 9.30; Drive-In:
The Betsy 7.80, 9.45, Bugsy Malone
5.80; Esther: The Silent Partner;
‘Oat: Dora Flor 'and Her Two
Husbands: Gordon: Blume in Love:
Hod: Blind Rage 7.15, 9.80; Umar:
American Fever; Maxim: The
Pocket Lover: Mograbl: Convoy;
Ophlr: Eyes of Laura Mars; Orly:
Revenge of the Pink Panther; Paris:
Iphigenie 10, 12. 2, 4.30. 745. 9.80;

Peer: Straight Time: Bamat Aviv;
The Uranium Conspiracy 7.15, 9.30,

Wed. also at 4.SO; Royal: Married
Woman Searching 10. 12, 2 , 4. 7.30.

9-30; Shahaff: Death on the Nile 6.30,

9.15; Stndlo: The Goodbye Girl;
Tchelet: Anna and the Wolves; Tel
Aviv: The Unglorious Bastard; Tel
Aviv Museum: The Lace Maker:
Zafon: Demi Uzala 4, 6.45, 9

Haifa 4. 6.45, 9
Amphitheatre: Kill Mitchell; Armon:
Saaanake; Atzmon; The Unglorious
Bastard; Chen: Grease 4, 6.80, 9;
Gator: Orca 10, l, 7, Chucb Mull 12. 4,

9; Miron: The Girl from Flgalie;
Moriah: The Goodbye Girl 6.45, 9;
Orah: An Unmarried Woman 4. 6.30,

9: Ordan: Waterloo Bridge 4, 7, 9;

Orion: S.T.A.B.; Orly: Take the
Money and Run 6.45, 9; Peer: Pretty
Baby; Ron: Driver; Shavlt: Coming
Home 6.30, 9.15

Bamat Gan 7.15, 9.39

Armon: Grease 4. 7. 9.30: Hadar: Go-
ing Places: Lily: The Pocket Lover:
Oasis: House Calls: Ordea: The Bet-
sy: Rama: Far from the Madding
Crowd: Ramat Gan: An Unmarried
Woman.
He rallya
David: Grease 4. 7. 945; Tlferet
Henllya: Thank God it's Friday 7.15.
945
HoIon
Mlgdal: Coming Home 7.15, 9.30

Petal: Tlkva
Shalom: The Executioner 7.15, 9.30.
Tues. 7.15 only
Netaaya
Esther: Diablo Mentfae 4.30, 7. 9.15

SQUARE (KOSHER) meal for a fair price. STUDENT TO DISTRIBUTE literature fa
Balfour Cellar. Haifa. Tel. 04-682219, 665800. Tnuat-Kaeh of Rabbi Mohr Kahane. Apply 3

p.m.. Tuesday, Wednesday. 81 Ussfshklh St
Jerusalem, Tel. 02-61994. ' ICE SKATELAND
EDUCATED PERSON to read to elderly Tel
Aviv lady, Engliah. German. P.O.B.
2393/310. Jerusalem.

GARDEN SHOP, HorzUya Pituah, young at-
tractive female fa secretarial and sales
promotion. Hebrew essential. Working'
hours : 8 a.m.-i p.m. and 4-7 p.m.- Apply TeL
03-937977.

WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER to take full
charge of Tel Aviv- household, including good
cooking, daily 8.30 a.m.-8.30 p.m. Fridays till

2 p.m.. only. Tel. 03-414092a 03-421628 bom
3.30 p.m.

NEW!!
First time in Israel! !

!

Mindbending evening's entertain-
ment — Come and skate on syn-
thetic ice. with real ice skates!!!

Open every day,
4—11 p-m.
Saturdays

9 a.m. — 11 p.m.

Entrance (for cars also) through
the administration gate.

ON THE AIR

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 (Stereo): Morning Concert —
Loeillet de Gant: Sonata for Recorder
. A Organ: Stomltz: Trio fa Flute,

Oboe & Cello; Danzi: Wind Quintet;

Yashiro: Sonata for Piano; Berlioz:

Symphonic Fantastlque (Ozawa)
10.05 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts

10.35 Lesson In spoken Arabic
11.35 Music from Japan
12.06 /Stereo) : Sarah Llpton,
soprano; Rami Bar-Niv, piano —
arias, songs and romances by Bach,
Rachmaninov, Glinka, Tchaikovsky,
Barber. Foster, Dvorak, Grieg,
Rimaky-Korsakov, Stutchevsky, Avnl

13-00 (Stereot: Noon Concert —
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite;

81bellus: The Swan, of Tuonela:
Ledalr: Violin Concerto; Glinka:

Fantasy VaJse
14.10 Children's programmes
is.25 World of Science
15.55 Notes of a new book
16S5 fStereo) ;

Israel Philharmonic

Orchestra. Cary Bertlnl conducting
Mozart; Roquiem irepeat of yester-

day's concert)
17.20 Music Quiz
20.15 William Tell, with Dr. Michael
Hed
21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Speaker's Podium
22.05 (Stereo): Arieh Vardi & Pnina
Saltzman. piano --Mozart: Sonata,

K. 621 ; Beethoven: String Quartet,

Op. 18. No.4; Schubert: Divertimento
in Hungarian Style, Op. 54

23.23 (Stereot: "23:23" — Contem-
porary Music — Bhin-Ichl Mat-
sushita: Minimax: Manfred Trojahn:
Conduct.
00.10 (Stereo): Choral Music

Second Programme

'

7.00 lids Morning— news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
13.05 Midday — news commentary
24.10 Musical Adventures
15.05 Sabbath songs
16.10 Magazine on health and
medicine
17.10 Menl Peer’s talk and entertain-

ment show
18.05 Of Men and Figures — discus-
sion on current economic affairs

18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Isaiah 5. 6

20.05 Gideon Lev-Ary's weekly
column and Interview of the Week
(repeat)
21.05 Jazz Corner
22.05 Confrontation
28.05 Radio Information —
everything you always wasted to

know and didn't know whom to ask

Army

8.30 University on the. Air Prof.
Yosef Seb-Shlomo discusses the
Kabbalah and Jewish mysticism
7.07 "707" — Alex Anjstd presents
selections of music and items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — 8 hours of
music, skits, Jokes and news flashes
with Ell Ylsraeli

12.45 15 Minutes — Political com-
mentary
13.05 Today's favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art.
cinema and theatre reviews, inter-
views and anecdotes
16.05 Songs of IDF Troupes
17.05 IDF Evening Newsreel
19.05 Needle in a Record Stack —
new records and recordings
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 University on the Air (repeat)
22.05 Jazz Hour
23.05 Let's Listen — new records and
recordings with Nathan Dunevltch
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds— songs, chat with
Eli Yisraeii

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS

1239 kiloHcrtz:

5-

6 and -6-8.30 a.m. — Daily
breakfast show with news, papular
music and interviews.

11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.
791 klloHertz:

6-

8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with

Americana, science and cultural
.news, roundup of news.

The Super Gift
Israel's first

super-hero comic book —
SABRAMAN

(In English)
by schoolboy Url Fink

Available all over ISRAEL
P.O.B. 3576, Jerusalem.

Take SABRAMAN
home with you!

HEBREW
Study

Buses 21, 28, 48, 525, 526.

EXHIBITION GROUNDS TeHV

Pavilion 29

Intensive and Thorough
All Stages Small Groups

Reg. for new classes: Jan. 1-3
New Class (from A.B.C.)

Jan. 17 at 4 p.m.

ISRAEL'S ULPAN
3 SJrkJn SL, Tel Aviv

(Near 46 Ben Yehuda St.)

Information: 4.00-6.30 p.m. Gl
i Tel. 285288

1

Jerusalem Municipality Jerusalem Foundation
Cordially invite the public to the

Dedication Ceremony of the

Hubert H. Humphrey Arbor

in the Liberty Bell Garden
with the participation of:
Mayor Teddy Kollek
U.S. Ambassador, H.E. Samuel W. Lewis
Members of the late senator’s family
Mr. Burton M. Joseph — Honorary National
Chairman of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B'rlth
Chairman of the Minnesota Delegation for the Humphrey
Mission

Today, Monday, January 8, 1979 at.2.30 p.m.

In case of rain the ceremony will be held at the*Khan
Theatre.
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everything, that

your leisure into pleasure

FASHION®SPQs
•CAMPING

at the
leisure-please

3
centre!

Hill IIHilfHMli iff*

Dize'-geff Cent i-

]
travelinformation

77iii schedule is subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

BenrGurion Airport Flight Inform^ion.

(Mi 87H61S4 (or 0M9W44 /br ®
/lights only > for changes in times of

Arrivals and Departures.

Monday

Arrivals
0220 Alitalia 762 Rome
isos El Al 010 New York
1410 SAA 266 Johannesburg. Lisbon

2430 TWA 880 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York. Athena
1445 EJ Al 584 Teheran
1550 Lufthansa 606 Frankfurt, Munich

2725 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago, Boston,

Paris, Rome

1725 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich
UfijOEl Al 346 Geneva. Zurich

1910 Olympic 301 Athens
1940 EL Al 388 Rome
2015 El Al 338 Amsterdam
2035 El Al 334 Brussels, Vienna
2040 El Al 324 Paris
2050 British Air 576 London
2120 El Al 878 Copenhagen
2125 Air France 132 Paris, Lyon
2200 El Al 316 London

Departures

0640 TWA 803 Pari*. New. Yorti
:

_
0650 El Al 583 Teheran
0700 Swissair B38 Zurich
0735 El Al 331 Vienna, Bn

,

0750 Olympic 302Aiheu “ >

0800 El Al 029 Paris, Montreal.'ui
0820 El Al 349 Geneva, Zurich--^
0830 Air France 137 Paris
0350 British Air 577 London',

0900 El Al 015 London. New
0920 El Al 337 Amsterdam .-

0940 El Al 377 Copenhagen.

'

1020 El Al 323 Paris
.

1100 El Al 315 London :

1200 si Al 385 Rome
1640 SAA'267 Lisbon. Johanaest
1655 Lufthansa 60S Frankfurt,

i

1920 Alitalia 747 Rome .

-

*

0360 Alitalia 762 Bombay, Singapore,

Sydney, Melbourne
0606 TWA 811 Athena, Rome, Paris,

U.S.A.

This flight tnformadonis ,

Ben-Ourion International Ai
dination centre. v

GENERALASSISTANCE
J>.(U

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Glvant, 12 Haarl. 33676: The
New Popular. Inside Damascus Gate,

282034.

Tel Aviv: Barak, 109 Jabotinaky, 448882;

Netzah Israel, 11 Netzah Israel. 226546.

Holon: Asauta. 4 Trumpeldor, 868197. Bat
Y:un : Gone Bat Yam. 3 Hanevlim, 885671.

Ramat Gan: Rama, 65 Jabotinaky. 793483.

Raanana: Raanana. 78 Ahuza, 21066.

Nelanya: Hadassa, 24 Herzl, 22248.

Radera: Tsailfc. 37 Herbert Samuel, 26023.-

Hulta: Massada. 30 Massada, 666806.

Bftnhcbv: Yona. Shikun B, 5 Bialik,

77557.

Jerusalem: Blkur Halim (pediatrics,

E.N.T.). Hadassah (internal, surgery,

orthopedics, ophthalmology). Misgav
Ladach (obstetrics). .

Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics), Ichilov

(internal, surgery).

Notanya: Laniado (obstetrics, internal)..

Hulls: Carmel (all departments).
"Enin” — Mental Health First Aid. Tel.

Jerusalem. 69911. Tel Aviv 253311, Haifa

638888. Beersheba 321U.
Misgav Ladach: Open line 4-6 p.m. every

Monday answera to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-

ning problems. TeL 02-33306.

Magen David Adorn first «Jd i

open
.
from 8 p-m. to .7. o.m. _

home calls by doctora atfixed
;

Fund members should enquire

.

rebate.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Telr
Haifa — 20L Dan 'Region

,

Bnel Brak, Givatayim, Efaryat -

781311.
'

POLICE SUNSET-SUNRISE
Dial 100 In moat parts of the country. In.

Tiberias dial 924444, Kiryat Shmona 40444. Sunset 16.52; Sunrise tomorrow 06.42

Ashdod 22222

Ashkelcm 23333

Bat Yam 885353
Beersheba 78338

'

Eilat 2333
"Hadera 22338-

Holon 803133
Nahariya 928833

Nazareth!
Netanya 2333ri
Petah Tlkva I

Rehovot

i

Rlahon LeS
Safed 30333

Tiberias, aom:''

WHAT’S ON
Notices in this feature are charged at IL36 per line plus VAT; Insertion every day costs IL600 per line plus VAT, per

accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents. ",

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the
archaeological collection* of tee museum. •

Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek lave poetry. Architec-
ture in the Hanukka lamp. From concept
to product: Bang and Olufsen's Design fa
Sound. Development and production of

outstandingly -designed electronic sound
equipment.-- Neolithic flgdrtues .

. from
Sha'ar Hagolsn. Lasry-Bqfphet Sound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-

tures and musical instruments. Picasso's
women. Childhood drawings and paintings
by Israeli artists (side by aide with their
mature works). Exhibit of the M«n|h Or-
uanumted sugar cane. Engagement token
of Afghanistan Jews. Woven and Printed
Textiles. Design dept. Collection. .

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Gr£at. Prehistoric hunters' sites In
northern Sinai.

Visiting hours: Israel Museum: Sun.,
Mon., Wed., Thun, xo 0-m.-5 p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m. ; Frl. 10 a.m .-2 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m .-2

p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Bose Art
Gardeu: Sun.. Mon., Wed., Tha. 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. ; Fri. and Sat. 10

a.m.-2 p.m. Bockefeller Museum: Sim. —
Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Frl., Sat. 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Tickets for Sat and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,
Cahana a major Jerusalem hotels; in Tel
Aviv at Rococo, Hadron and Kastel. Free
guided tours in English, Sun., Wed., 13.00

a.m., Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance,
hall.

CONDUCTED.TOURS
Hadassah Touts
1. Medical Centre. In Kiryat Hwrfmmah -

Tours In English at 9, 10, 11 &.m. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour Includes Chagall Wludowz. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours tram 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. B16111.

3. Morning half-day tour of all warin«»«nYi

projects, 39 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416333
Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and 11a.m. from Administration Building,
Gfvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours
11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28. School of Educa-
Uon bus stop. Further details: Tel. 36430.
Emunah — National Religious Women’s

Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Ben Maimon. Tel. 02-82488, 30620. 811688. -

American Bflxrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayeacd Street,

'Jerusalem, Tel. 332758.

MISCELLANEOUS
. Hebrew University Forau, This evening:

The Philippines and Southeast Asia. Lee-,

turer: -Sol Seruya, recent ambassador to

the Philippines, at 8 p.m... at the United
Synagogue. 2 Rehov Agron.
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,
Romema. Tel. 824822, 7A0 a.m. — 7 g.ifi..,,

Canadian Hadaseah-Wlx* _
Rehov Hayarium. Tel. 227000, 8 (.

OBT Israel: Fa visits please __
CRT Tel Aviv. Tel. 238231. 732291-1?

Jerusalem, Tel. 6S81<1; ORT H"
Tel. 33744.

American Mterachl Women. Gut.
— Tel Aviv — TeL 220187, 248106.

Pioneer Women — Na’amat: R**j
See our soclo-educational ser

*'

fa reservations, Tel Aviv,' 08-9

Tel Aviv V ,'‘

MUSEUMS
Beth Hatefutsoth. 'Die Jewish Diaspora,

past and present, presented by the moot
modern technology and graphic techni-

ques: films, slide shows, audio-visual dis-

plays, computer terminals, etc. In the ex-,

hlbltlan gallery: The last Jews of Radautl
— photographs by Laurence Bateman.
Visiting hoars: Sunday, Monday. Thurs-
day 10 a-m. — 5 pjn.: Tuesday, Wednes-
day 3 p.m. — io p.m. Friday, Saturday:
closed. Children under six years old are

not admitted. Beth Hatefutsoth la located

at Klausner SL, Ramat Aviv (entrance

through Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University

campus).
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Sbaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Herzl In Profile—
Herzl's Image in the fine arts. Construc-

tivism in the Art of the *9th Century. Bud!
Lehmann 1903-1977. Hablmah 1918-1978.

Drawings.
Visiting Hoars: Sun.. Mon.. Tue.. Thur. 10

a.m.—10 p.m. Fri. 10 s-m.—

2

p.m.. Bat
7—11 p.m. New Museum Building open
SaL; 10 a.m.—1 p.m., entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religious Women's
Organization: "Kastel," 166 Rehov Ibn
GabtroL Tel. 440316. 788942. 708440.

Haifa uir
MUSEUMS r. ,

Visit th?<:Haifa museums:
Modern Art. 28 Rehov Shabtai
523295-8-. National Maritime, TeLtl

Illegal Immigration, TeL 836249.
,

v

Tel. 644485. Japanese Art, TeL 8

Kate, TeL 88482. Dagon Grate-

.

TeL 864221. Artists’ Howe, Tel.

What's On In Haifa, dial 848M8.

open.

Rehovot- .

-

The Wriimuro Institute

fro*:: 8.00 a.m. to 8.80pjn
to see film cm Instituted

dvitlea. shown regularly at liAO

3.00 pan. Friday ll-00_a.ro. only

Tours of the Weiunann House
hour from 9.00 a.m. to 3.90 p>

(

-men Friday Nominal feefa
to *i -Hrmann -hirise* _
For Tours off the Hoose ptossc

054-83230. 054-83328.

fees chi

Nt to

«

.v «

EVERY THINGMl
PLACE:

REPORT
- OBJECTS^

; Promised Land llK^,r7;
TEL AVIV
Requires' a

. CLERK . .

for its Freight Department.
Qualifications:
— fluent English and Hebrew — good English:typing
— familiarity with ixnport/export procedures • *— ability to deal with the public. - > :;.-

Hours of employment:

Fa Interviews:

08.30— 15.30 daily
08.80 — 13AO Friday

Call PETER NATHAN
(03)50961 from Sunday, 7.1.79

-‘St

TWGHN-QNE ER05SW0

ts? •;

CRYPTIC PUZZLE
ACROSS

3 Grab a grand tool 7 (3)
8 It grows a good deal more
than us (5)

19 -For him. it was nothing to
be surrounded by the common
crowd 15)

11 Beat bronze ? (3)
12 Like a children's roundabout

(5)
13 Mark now becomes a labourer

(7)
IS Glossy variety or crane (5)
18 Tha one listener in the area

(3)
19 Serving to noli 'em ? (6)
21 Idle footballer a>
32 They're of cce accord (4i
23 Sole -fruit ? (4)
24 She's musical in a saintly

way (7)
26 Spicer's chargee 7 (6)
29 Projection on a bridge,

possibly (3)
31 It* a sound system <5>
32 Blotches many fruits (7)
34 "Print vejd out to be bought

i5)
35 One being punished tor seme

plagiarism ? t3»
36 She » Involved in some liaison

(3)
37 Be non-committal about a

field? (5>
38 Dolly's surname i5J

DOWN
1 Machine Tom's turned to

sold ! (5)

2 Sweet dishes, feasts In them-
.selves (7)

4 The hone trotted round the
ring »4)

5 BU?k eye that really shows
_
up well (6)

6 Soft variety of cane or nut
(5)

l

7 Catch some r.its with coconut
(5)

9 Sailor a Territorial Artnv
rcrmlt. initially 13)

13 In taking hor*« out. they
provide a rj)M service (1

Use tbe same diagram for elthe

rr

the Ci 7ptip or the Easy puzzle. •

EASY

HA 15

P9

P6 w

(26

31

57 fes

134

138

129

25

133

135

14 Spoil Tar some time (3)
16 Black or lilac, possibly (SI
17 Youngster able to revel In

aster ? 16)
19 Claimed to do one good -t7)
20 Lights of SO amperes I (5)
21 Stein manages to get estab-

lished (3JJ
23 TO up*et prim Lea Is com-

S
aratlvei.v nay (71
rejkfas: in instalments, we

hear <8>
23 The runaround ! (3)
S7 Aviation overhead <5>
28 Be captious and upset Calvin

no end (51

30 Not the sort of colt for the
army? (3)

32 Limp man (4i
33 One not fully riiri <3>

rum
ACROSS

3 Moving'about (5)
8 Rain-carrier (6) .

11KChristens (5)
11 Sailor «3)
12 Quick ansal >5)
13 Separation (7)
15 Listens to -Si-
te Garden tool . t3>
-19 Pounding

Implement i6>

'

21 Overlays •

- docoratlvely »7i
22 3ijn‘ of sadness

(4)
23 Bang C4j
*<•0“ health

I’i 3)
26 Moved '

rtjythndcaHy (6)
29 Before >3i
31
“

32
n>

34 Donkeys -51

25 Container i3
36 Propertv

coniract ,5>

.

37 Stltahed -Si
38 Run off (5» -

Plots at land >5>
wmsed feathers

1«J
. <51
THet
4 Boa
5-SaraH;

.8)
6,
l Gem. ,.
9 Paddto;

.

12 Showed;'!
cootetopt-

14 Mtoote
(3»- * !

16 Coral
17 Appeal
19 Bujplic
26. Colter

-

<5)

Is Rail
2« Ship:

1
25 Wr*- ---
127 VentOatadj:
28 StbF jSJ;,

so Put off
’

*2 Gkinre
L

<41
S3 The

ACBOSS.—J, Barrel. 7 Uiirfe.
star. 8. Appear. 10, Lariat
Unit. 14. FntT 15. Ends lflVen
17. Kan. 19 Trod Gl.Opl^u'n

ESA 0

AiPftainW - Score, a.Aafct 4 Brand 5. Rapt. B. Etoted
9. Rita. 11 . Arr. 3 . Keeu< 12Unturned. \h £ar. 15 Tim' 1*

Rons. 2? gTin. 183. Puling, a. owe
uH'SH/T*- ” SnMr - »

.
yesterday** Cryptic
ACROSS —4. Tow

I

liner. 8. Africa (Marti
13. Twin. 14. IKzti.

16, Asa.
21; Lady^aiiUi.' 23. .

Lino. Sfi, Rl-X. ST I-be-Sj
K. Kris. 33. PUht. Si W
<7»»-*l*-e. 36. N-tenctef.
DOWN. I. Ustrh.

3. TI-FK. 4. Tr-awL V
Nice-.SU 9. Mil ia. Tl
Etear. I3 T«a#*-I,fV;

18, Admire.
U-X.S. Mlsi' 23,

SJ. Blr-rh.:38 OariK..:
Krco, 33,

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
.i* '•'A

-

1
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By JOSEPH MORGENSTEBN .

Jcrus»JcmBo*t Exporter

ASIV.?—• iwlB*-Hok®d."bonds
s„. continued toiknnlnate action on tie

^V^xchangelyestorday^M equttie* «*-

leaded their decline tor the second

consecutive 'muOkl Trading, in

^^shares was moderately active, at

Ygh ibout ILSTmr :

The Ter Aviv Stock Exchange
provided Tike JerusalemPostyclte*-
3avwithacopyirfai«Wtt*»ward-

rpa ,
«d last week to David Sofer. director

Jordan Expleratiwu We take

. Notice of thb.Tettar^siaee It la a
in positive effort on the p**t of the ex-

** v change to supervise the activities of
1 nrms whoseshawmregistered on
n

Jne TASE. with a «lew to protecting

jharehoMers* interests*

In the letter. Dr- MetrHeth. board

chairman ofthe exchange, points out

ruj^ that Arolssar*s notice regarding the

Vs 'Margothes .orchard” real estate
Lransactlon reached the exchange

tyah. sfeer trading was- completed on
'

4iJr'/,December 28. Heth contends that
- rumours of the deal had reached the

exchange even before trading had
nmmoicMi an that day. He advises
his letter, that it Is the exchange’s

mention to investigate whether this

^ aside Information was “leaked"

lT^S»efore the! notice reached the ex-

JixSP^hsflgB.

-”
'

^^^^attfrLeOml •' *•* Q-C- ILSJ3S.000

tfiuMaWiY -r - MO -wA HAT9.000

"^JSSSllRl .
*M n-C. ILS7B.000

* EitoishsrerTrsded: '7 JUlTm. •

todn.JrcmvntlbUa: JLllm.1X44 riin'rconwrdbtea:
ea^r,^ '.=
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Strike forces chemical plants

So ‘take salt to Sodom’
,x>t b*k : By TA’ACOV FREEDLER

Jerusalem Post Reporter
LAIFA. — We miss you Mrs. Lot. A

thousand years after she was
‘ IN /TS >™ed into a pffiar ofsalt for looking

ack to see the ruin of Sodom and

. vf/i/ri
omorraba -tarael to forced to spend

??£(vt#uTidreds of thousands of dollars to
•r nport salt because the supply from
_7

-—ie Sodom Dead Sea.Works has dried
P- .• . • •

SJSSc3»The Sodom salt, used in large
jantitiea by the electrochemical In-

. 5 Miatry, is /no longer- forthcoming,
li&s ** nis is a restdt ofthelahour dispute

bJch has closed -the plant for the
1st six .weeks.
Yesterday some 2v200 tons of salt,

tiered from Italy by the Acre Elec-
ochemical Industries (Frutarom)
ant. arrived here: on board a

lint urkish freighter, the S.S. Hulya.
vraham Sharon of. the company
anagement told The Jerusalem
o-st that the Imported salt cost
teveral times” the price of the
xiom salt. But a steady supply of"
dt was vital for his company, which

Squired 70 to 80 tons daily for Its

^^^ctrolysis process in the znanufac-
ire of caustic soda. The soda is used
a variety of Israeli chemical

l/E .
....

'*00*? FOBEWN CURRENCY
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. .

j. Friday’s foreign exchange
{el > rales against the Israel pound,

3a-*.
3
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plants for their work “and if we'd
stop making soda, they would have
to shut down,*' he said.

Frutarom has already ordered a
second shipment from Italy. The sea
freight alone comes to about $20 per
ton.

" The Post learned that the
Makhteshlm chemical plant in the
Negev has also imported a large

• shipment of salt from Italy, through
Ashdod harbour, to keep its elec-

trolysis process going.

The s£it shortage is only a minor
part of the losses suffered by the

Dead Sea Works as a result of labour
strife, which has already cost it an
estimated IL35m. The firm reported-

ly had to buy potash in Eastern
Europe to fulfil export commitments
to customers in Western Europe.

Meanwhile the Israel Salt com-
pany at Atilt, which produces the

country's table salt. Is also impor-
ting a “marginal" quantity of 3.000

tons annually, to augment the
capacity quantity of 22,000 tons It

produces at its Atilt and Eilat drying
pans.

Industrial output

up 5.5% in 1978
TEL AVIV (Itlm). — Industrial out-

put Increased by 5.8 per cent in 1978,

to reach IL200b.. and productivity In-

creased by 4 per cent.

Speaking at the Engineers dub
here on Friday, the director-general

of the Ministry of Industry, Trade
and Tourism, Amos Mar-Haim.
noted that these gains were recorded
despite inflation, the shortage of

trained manpower In industry, and
stiff competition from imports.

Exports increased by 28 per cent

last year, Mar-Halm said, to some
$3.75b. For all that, he continued,

there is serious concern about the

future of the country's exports,

which are expected to grow by 20 per

cent in each of the next five years.

“The orders are there," Mar-
Haim said, "and so to the capacity to

meet them. What is lacking is

suitable profitability. One way to

assure exporters suitable profitabili-

ty would be to link the dollar to the

consumer price index, a step which

Is being studied by the banka.

Another solution would be to grant

Income tax exemptions to ex-

porters."

Mar-Haim expressed concern
about the increasing rate of local

consumption, which, he said, if it

continues at the same rate this year,

could endanger the economy's ex-

port drive. He also expressed his

concern that the development of the

Negev in the wake of the Sinai
withdrawal would place a great

strain on many sectors of the

economy, particularly the building

industry. This, he noted, would be to

the detriment of exports.

T1IK 'IKKrSALEM POST PAliK SEVEN

?e fights

attempts
Furthermore, he points out that on

January. 2 there appeared in a
number of newspapers a notice cir-

culated by Jordan Exploration. It ln-

dJeared that the American Oil Com-
pany, controlled by Jordan, showed
improved results In the month of
November. According to the letter

this notice was never received by the
exchange.
•T wish to bring to your attention

my displeasure with the way you are

.
handling the dissemination of Infor-

mation which may have a material
effect on the price of the shares of
your company.” wrote Dr. Heth in

his letter to Jordan Exploration.
Manipulation of shares and the use
of inside information for the benefit
or a few, are some of the more
serious irregularities which may
work to the detriment of the private
investor. Efforts on the part of the
exchange to deter abuses are to be
commended.

Getting back to yesterday’s
trading actfvltes. there were some '

noticeable price swings. Otzar
Hahltyashvut Hayehudlm (B) was
almost 5.5 per cent, higher, at 484.

Carmel (B> advanced by 4.2 per
cent, to 375. On the losing side was
Mehadrin, which lost 6.3 per cent, to
1,835. and little Pama, which was

;

down by 5.5 per cent, to 217.

Property a Building SBC 390

Itru 381 378

Mehadrin 1333 1930

TCP Plantations 1333 1321

Neot Aviv 602 602

Pri Or 900 930

fUuaco 8'r 261 260

Rasaco iord» 237 263

tadnMib
Alliance 1323 1323

E5co XL2.5 223 223

Electra TL3 292 300

Anramaq (ordl 289 289

Ala -B" X83 183

Dubek 749 760

Elect. Wire & Cable 170.3 170

Teva 610 601.S

Fertilizers 212 218

(Urn Zntf- 326 388

Moller Textiles 390 376.3

Paper Mills 309 316

Aaala 297.3 298

Nechuahtaa ioia umo
Elite 319 323

Sbemen 293 293

Frutarom 97 95.3

Polgat 324 521

Elron IL3 480 460

Israel Pelrochem. (ordi 131 134

Investment Companies
Elgar 302 293

Ellem 709 709

Israel Central Trade 1380 1380

Bank Hapoailm 404 408

Pax Inv. 248 211

Wolf8<m IUO 238 236

Ampa 238 232

Discount Bark 388 388

Mizrahi 409 405

Bank Leuml 382 388

PirjOB 240 247

Jordan Exploration 439 489

Jordan Explo Warrants 1720 1740

Hasatzta 460 487

Export 500 508

Clal lav. 494 499

flnl Jnd. 306 306

CUJ Real Estate — 207

FMIOD
Nepbts 720 873 .

Laptdot 885 873

Delek 804 810

Israel Electric 324 829

Pax Oil Exploration 157J 133.3

K Reported by the
j

UNION BANK OF ISRAEL LTD

Tel Aviv Exchange turnover was IL21.5b. in 1978
TEL AVIV. — Insofar as return on
investment la concerned, and using a
rise of approximately 30 per cent In

the coit-of-llving Index as a boats for

comparison, a number of shares out-

performed the index. Bank Lcumi.
Hapoailm and Discount each achiev-

ed a yield of somewhat over 50 per
cent.

Among Industrials Moller Textiles

returned 139 per cent, while Assis

was even better with 189. Polgat Tex-
tiles barely outdid the C-o-L with a

gain of 3J.7 per cent. Ta'nl yielded

82.4 per cent. ATPM yielded 57.4 per
cent.

Land development nnd real estate

shares also had their winners. These
Included Azorlm i+24«.i per cent),

lsras i +97.8 per cent). Mehadrin
1+94.9 per cent) and Property and
Building, with a yield of nearly 54
per cent.

The investment company sector

was the best performer on the ex-
change. with a group average of 65.2

per cent. Central Trade was up by
132.3 per cent, Clal (Israel) yielded

111.2 per cent. Export returned 171.9

per cent and Wolfson IL 10 shares
yielded 54.0 per eent.

A number of shares not only failed

to maintain the pace established by
inflation, but showed net losses for

the year. These included General
Mortgage 1-5 per cent), Tefahot (-15

per cent), Delek reg. (-4.1 per cent),

Elco TL2A (-29A per cent). Polygon

(-7.8 per centl. Frutarom 1-25.8 per
cent). Unico (-21.2 per cent). Jordan
Exploration 1-10.3 per cent) and Oz
Investments (-8.9 per cent).

Highlights of activities in

chronological order:

JANUARY
In mid-month trading was stopped

in the shares of the Israel Electric

Corp.. Naphtha. Lapldot,
Agricultural Bank and Tourist
Enterprises. The stop In trading was
caused by the news that the govern-

ment intends to buy up the shares of

government owned companies which
arc listed on the stock exchange.

A week later a rumour that the

government Intends to impose a
capital gains tax on securities was
responsible for trading being
stopped for one day. Treasury of-

ficials strongly denied that there was
any basis to the rumour.
Two new companies had their

shares registered on the exchange.

In each case It was a first-time-ever

1978 was an active year on the Tel

Aviv Stock Exchange, with overall

turnovers in equities and bonds es-

tablishing new records. Final figures

indicate that trading in shares reach-

ed IL14.3b., while bonds accounted

for IL7.2b. More than half of the total

turnover in shares was accounted for

by commercial banks. In the course

of the year 45 new financing issues for

a total of IL5.4b. were floated.

Commercial banks once again led the

way, with ten issues totalling IL3.2b.,

JOSEPH MORGENSTERN writes.

public issue. One of these was Clal
Real Estate, which deals in office

rentals, commercial centres and in-

dustrial buildings. The company is

controlled by Clal ( Israel i . The other
company was Oil Exploration of
Paz. The funds from the Issue are to

be used in oil and gas exploration
programmes. The Oil Exploration
prospectus carried the legend "An
investment In these shares carries
with it a high level of risk.” White
this was a "first” as far os a local
prospectus was concerned. It was
very much In line with practice In

the U.S.
The bond market was active and

prices rose by about eight per cent.
The share market, on the other hand,
declined by a similar figure.
FEBRUARY
The Treasury announced its Inten-

tion to Issue three new types of

bonds. One of these was a double-
option linked bond, redeemable In 10
years, with an option of early
redemption after six years, the prin-

cipal being cither fully linked to the
U.S. dollar or 80 per cent linked to

the Cost-of-Living index. The bonds
bear five per cent Interest annually,
which is 80 per cent linked to the in-

dex.
Another type of bond was one

which is fully linked to the U.S.
dollar, both the principal and the 3.5

per cent amnual interest being fully

linked to the dollar. A third type of

bond, which subsequently became
the most popular of the three, was
linked to the C-o-L index with a life of

10 years and an early redemption
after five years. The principal and
the interest, in the order of seven per
cent, are 80 per cent linked to the C-
o-L index. In the wake of announce-
ment concerning the forthcoming
issue of the new bonds, trading was
halted. When it was resumed,
however, there were no major price
fluctuations.

Israel Bond sales $370m.
A total of $369.8m. was produced

by the Israel Bond Organization in

1978 to help finance and advance the

economic development of Israel, it

was announced by Sam Rothberg,
General Chairman, and Michael Ar-

non. President and Chief Executive
Officer. This makes an Increase of

S38m. over the 1977 figure, which
was $331.5m.
For the fourth successive year

cash receipts from the Bale of Israel

Bonds and ..other Israel securities

showed substantial increase over the
previous years. The increase in 1978

Is the largest achieved in any non-
war year. Israel Bonds have been
the major source of funds for the ex-

pansion of industry and other
elements of Israel’s economic in-

frastructure.
Since the launching of the Israel

Bond drive in 1951, a total of close to

$4. 3b. in sales of Bonds and other in-

struments has been achieved.
Rothberg said that during the past 27
years the Israel Bond Organization
has been the principal source of out-

side funds for the promotion of every
phase of the nation's economic
development. He added that
“crucial decisions on peace must be
made and Israel's economy has to be
a strong link in the country's chain of
defence."

In analyzing Israel Bond figures
for 1978, Amon emphasized “these
show a continued gain in sales to the
non-Jewish community In addition to
traditional Jewish support. This
demonstrates the solidarity of the
American business, labour and
financial communities with Israel
and dramatizes their faith in the
future of Israel.”

Dollar export profits show decline
By SHLOMO MAOZ

The profitability of dollar exports
fell last year by 6-7 per cent, the
director-general of the Ministry of
Industry. Trade and Tourism told a
press conference yesterday.
According to Bank of Israel

statistics. 77 per cent of last year's
export deals were transacted in
dollars.

In relations to sales on the local

market, there was a fall of 1-2 per
cent in export profitability. Director-
General Amos Mar-Haim saw this as
a cause for concern, because of the
continued high level of local de-

mand, linked with the increased
building activities expected In the
South.
Industrial exports were up by a

nominal 26 per cent In 1978. totalling

$325b. for the year, and the quan-
titative growth without diamond ex-

ports was 12 per cent.

Mar-Haim contended that exports
justified the measures taken to

protect them during the past year,
but added that protective steps
should continue to be taken. He
suggested that the government con-
sider subsidizing part of the forward
premium paid by exporters to the
banks. This would cost about $200m.
a year, he said.
Mar-Haim also proposed that the

government reconsider the tax rale
tor the export Industry, in part by
transferring some of the tax reduc-
tion to plants to the workers.
These proposals are currently be-

ing considered by the Bank of Israel
and the Finance Ministry, he said.

The possibility of lowering taxes
on local production, Instead of expos-
ing local industry to Import competi-
tion, should also be looked into, Mar-
Haim said. This would also have an
anti-inflationary effect, he claimed.

Tiberias Piaza
WE BEAT THE INFLATION!

Room and Half Board

Single Room IL721.90 Double Room IL1,173.80

(service included. Add VAT.)

(Family Plan: children up to 14 years of age)

Rates apply in January and February, 1979

Our prices are not ‘rounded up’

What prices are now worked out to agorot?

The prices of quite ordinary things, goods and services

— shirts, towels,' bus fares — are now given In pounds.

At the Tiberias Plaza, we beat the Inflation

by giving you your money's worth — to the last agora.

Social programmes • Games and entertainment

Films and concerts • Regular shuttle to Tiberias hot springs

Details and bookings: Tel. 067-92233 ^
CPHotels 14

During ;he month the board of
directors of the exchange decided to
establish an advanced system of
communications between the ex-
change and Its members with a view
to instituting continuous trading.
The share market recorded la

lowest point during the year as the
General Share Index stood at 96.
This compared with an index of 145
registered In November 1977,
Bonds remained relatively stable.

MARCH
A new prospectus was published

for the Issuance of shares by Israel
Petrochemical Industries. It was a
highly active share market with
averages rising by about 20 per cent.
Trading turnovers expanded
meaningfully and averaged, for on
and off the floor transactions, ap-
proximately ILlOOm. a session.
Bond trading was limited to very

nominal price fluctuations.
APRIL
The firm of Cohen and Polosetzky

waa accepted as member of the ex-
change.
A journalists' strike led the ex-

change to provide a recorded sum-
mary' of prices, available to the
public by dialling 617.

The problem of the early selling of
new issues by institutional investors
was debated by the board of direc-
tors of the exchange and new
regulations were adopted.
The share market continued to rise

for the second consecutive month.
Real estate and land development
shares were active and rose by about
eight per cent while mortgage bank
issues rose by about 13 per cent. De-
mand for new bond Issues Increased.
MAY
The Supreme Court supported the

petition of a student against the ex-
change's ruling that low
marketability shares be traded only
once a week. The Supreme Court
supported the action of the TASE.

The pitfalls of

industrial growth

in Jerusalem
By AARON SITTNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The development of Jerusalem's
economy could boomerang unless It

is carefully programmed. MK
Yigae) Cohen-Orgad (Likud-Herut)
warned last week.

“I'm afraid we are falling into a
trap.” said Cohen-Orgad, who has
been working on Jerusalem business
development matters for the
Ministerial and Directors-General
Committees on Jerusalem.

He told the capital’s Economic
Coordinating Committee Wednesday
night: "While we are indeed
boosting the Jewish population in

Jerusalem and its economy too, we
are doing it in a manner that is

creating pressures for increased
Arab labour.”

He explained the need for limiting

the types of new Industry in

Jerusalem to those which attract

Jewish employees. Such planning
would ensure that the Jewish ratio of

the city's population would not
shrink.

Cohen-Orgad also assailed the

government for withholding state-

owned land from private builders.
• This tight-fisted policy regarding
building land has led to many con-

tractors quitting the game
altogether."
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Subjci-t to change without notice

but at the same time ruled that it

was not authorized by its by-laws to

establish once-a-week trading in

these shares. Shortly afterwards a
number of problematical shares
were delisted and the exchange
altered Its by-laws so as to be able to

establish one-day-a-week trading
when it felt that such a move was
justifiable.

Rim Industries came to the ex-

change with Its first public offering.

The shares of the furniture manufac-
turer were well received and came
to the market with a premium.
The share market was marked by

price swings Ln both directions and
rising turnover volumes. Daily
turnovers were In the order of
IL2i0m. The index-linked bond
market reacted to a 5.5 per cent ad-
vance ln the Cost-of-Living Index
with prices rising smartly.
JUNE
Two new companies offered finan-

cing Issues to the public. These in-

cluded Landeco- Rubinstein
Investments and Bayside. Both
issues were comfortably over-
subscribed and reached the secon-
dary- market with premiums.

-A scare of a capital gains tax on
securities again figured prominently
ln the news. There was a near-panic
as the public rushed to sell holdings.
Trading was stopped for one day and
things returned to normal after the
Treasury denied any such intentions.
During the month trading in

shares was quiet, but the bond Index
rose by some seven per cent ln an-
ticipation of future high rises ln the
C-o-L index.

•JULY
Haifa Chemicals came to the

market with a new financing issue.

The Israel General Bank — the
Rothschild Bank — also came to the
market for the first time ever. The
First Internationa] Bank of Israel

also joined the ranks of newcomers
to the exchange.
The new Issue bond market was

active as the Bank of Israel sold

some ILlb. over the course of the

month. Share activity was generally
quiet, with little changes in the
prices of shares.

AUGUST
Two insurance companies went

public during the month. One was

Phoenix Israel Assurance and the
other was Y&rdenia. Moilet Paper
also went public.

A new brokerage firm — Nesua —
•was accepted as member of the ex-

change. The exchange instituted a
six-month holding period by in-

stitutional Investors in the case of

new issues. An earlier sale would
henceforth require exchange ap-

proval.

Most shares advanced by about
five per cent, in spite of the high

level of new Issue activity. Bonds
rose moderately.
SEPTEMBER

It was a period during which It

seemed that Insiders had obtained
advance notice regarding serious
losses registered by Rassco. The
shares fell before the exchange could
obtain a clarification of the fiscal

results achieved by Rasaco. After
the multi-million losses were of-

ficially known, the shares fell even
more steeply. In the wake of these
events that company's genera!
manager was changed.
The Camp David/ meetings

appeared to have little effect on
trading on the exchange. Trading
was quiet and in the latter stage of
the month turnover in bonds exceed-
ed that of shares.
OCTOBER
Due to the holyday season only 14

trading sessions took place during
the month. Bonds rose by about
seven per cent and the Bank of Israel

sold a record figure of H2.4b. worth
of new issues. The exchange In-

stituted new regulations regarding
financial reportage by companies
that are listed for trading. Annual
reports must be filed not later than
four months after the end of the com-
pany’s fiscal year. A semi-annual
non-audited report has to be filed

within 90 days after the half-year is

completed.
NOVEMBER
Elbit Computers, jointly owned by

Elron Electronic Industries and the
American Control Data Corp., came
to the market with a new issue.

Primarily due to poor market con-

ditions, only some two-thirds of the

ILlOOm. offering were sold.

Rapac Electronics was more
successful with its placement as it

was oversold and commanded an
oggio on the secondary market.
Sharp price losses were recorded

by shares as volume fell con-
siderably as a rise of 5.7 per cent in

the Cost-of-Living index waa an-

nounced.
DECEMBER
The share market made a strong

recovery, with most of the gains
achieved near the end of the month.
Trading in bonds was active, es-

pecially in those bonds which
were issued Ln October and recently
were first registered for trading.

To everywhere — every

Israelis and Tourists

9
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are happy to announce the following tours to the Stalactite Cave, leaving
from Jerusalem:
Tuesday. January 9 8.45 a.m.
Wednesday, January 10 1.45 p.m.
Thursday, January 18 1.30 p.m.
Wednesday, January 24 1.30 p.m.
Monday, January 29 1.45 p.m.
Wednesday. January 31 1.45 p.m.
Buses leave from the United Tours — Dan Tours office at the King David
Hotel. Jerusalem. Tel. 222187/8/9.
Tickets: IL125

Happy Touring

Genuine Reduction
On all the latest winter

collections11 uuiiBUUUIIb 1

at all eve &adam
* foekinn olwieT fashion shops

at Drugstore No. 1 and in Kfar-Shmaryahu

• For Mk 1

famtcs-VcfartiM tear. IMS wut ,ms IL2840L now 11)999.

Fv Whom:
3 PM kattad sat ^
ms 111 850. now 111 300.

drugstore

Free parking at

Dizengoff center

PERMA-SHINE K

Never wax your car again . - Guaranteed.

Permanent Paint Protection
We are pleased to announce that franchise rights are now available

throughout Israel for this established and proven successful operation.

Currently operating in Canada and the U.S.A.. PERMA-SHINE offers a
good investment potential.

First demonstration centre in Europe now in England.

All Inquiries to:

C o Dr. B, Girsbcrjcrr Attorney at Law
31 Volin StruH.se C1I 8044

Zurlt-h Switzerland.
Principals only please apply.
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Shabbat rocks in Jerusalem
IT IS IMPORTANT, in considering the renewal of ultra-

orthodox hooliganism against Sabbath motor traffic on the road

to the Ramot section of Jerusalem, to emphasize that only a
small section of the ultra-orthodox population of Kiryat Sanz is

involved.
The trouble is. however, that once such violence is permitted

to continue without unequivocal police efforts to stop it, the bat-

tle lines lend to form and harden between orthodox and secular

in general. Once that happens solutions making peaceful coex-

istence possible are more difficult to find.

For the third week in a row the police have sought to excuse
their failure to protect the rights of the residents of Ramot by
saying they want to encourage quiet negotiations as a means of

putting an end to the violence.
Given the lack of symmetry in the confrontation there Is little

need to talk to the residents of Ramot unless the aim is to coerce

them into holing up in their outlying neighbourhood on the Sab-
bath. Nor can they again use the old road because that would
bring them into conflict with the residents of the ultra-orthodox

neighbourhood of Sanhedriya Murhevet. In fact the old road is

closer to that neighbourhood than is the new one to Kiryat Sanz.
If talk is needed it is in two other directions. The responsible

elements in Kiryat Sanz must be made to confront reality, as

bitter as it must be for them. While it may be possible to set up
partial voluntary Sabbath ghettos in religious neighbourhoods,
as in Mea Shearim, Sanhedriya Murhevet, parts of Geula and
even in Kiryat Sanz itself, it is impossible to extend this gbet-

toizatlon principle to all of Jerusalem, most of whose population

is secular.
Attempting to extend this principle to unwilling secular

residents by force can only lead to secular retaliation, in the
heart of Kiryat Sanz itself. This has already been threatened by
the Ramot people. The only hope of preventingsuch violence Is

for the Kiryat Sanz leaders to rein in their own hotheads.
The other direction for holding pacifying talk is with Agudat

Israel. It is not by chance that the flare-up in the past three
weeks has coincided with the breakdown in the municipal coali-

tion negotiations between Mayor Kollek and the Aguda.
Reconsideration of the exorbitant budgets diverted to Aguda

institutions by the Municipality is perhaps the best lever to use
to bring the Aguda back to its senses. These budgets may con-
stitute a wise investment in a body that is part of the city

government's admirable efforts to maintain good relations

between ultra-orthodox and secular parts of the population.
Diverting badly needed moneys to an Aguda that Is fighting its

political battles behind a phalanx of rock throwing juveniles is

another matter entirely.

The boat people
THERE ARE many good reasons why Israel should not offer
asylum to Vietnamese refugees now bobbing off the In-

hospitable coasts of east Asia in a number of leaky boats.

Not the least of these reasons is the futility ofhoping that such
a gesture will enhance our image among nations who have
resolved to let these hapless refugees drown.
Overriding any pragmatic considerations , however, is the

cultural fact of Jewish compassion that goes beyond public
relations gimmickry, and a recent historical memory of our
own boat people who figured so centrally in the most abysmal of

our national tragedies and In our subsequent rise to national in-

dependence.
Prime Minister Begin is to be commended therefore for

responding to this call of conscience and for harnessing the
powers of Israel's sovereignty to the fulfilment of this
humanitarian miteva.
But the act of national altruism should also be accompanied

by some practical planning. For the imminent arrival of the 100
boat people to whom Israel is granting a safe haven requires
concrete steps to help them to adapt to our complex problem-
ridden society, and an international campaign that is not self-

serving but designed to persuade others to follow our example.

POSTSCRIPTS

IN THE OLD DAYS, Jewish
charitable organizations aided
widows and orphans. Then came
marriage counselling. Now the
Jewish Family Service of Los
Angeles is offering divorce counsell-

ing.
One programme is a 10-week

course for couples In the midst of

divorce proceedings, providing both

spouses and their children with "a
supportive experience at a time of

stress when new adjustments In life

style are being made.”
After the divorce becomes final,

the split partners may in due time
remarry and assume responsibility

for the new spouse's children.
Problems faced by members of the

new "blended family," as the jargon

has it. will be dealt with during

meetings of the new "Step-Parenting

Group," guided by a licensed
marriage, family and child
counsellor.

RENT-A-CAR
50 %D!SCOUNT

A1I New Cars

Dally 514, Weekly Sod.

TAMIR, RENT-A-CAR

3 tilkar Ha’alzma’ut, NeUinva,

Tel. 053-31831.

after office hours: Tel. 053-25763

IN WHAT BEGAN as a gimmick
take-off of the Israeli-Egyptian
peace talks, an Israeli producer-
director has shot what he claims to

be the first Israeli advertisement
ever filmed in Egypt.
Working independently, Leonard

Nathan, of Nataly Filmmakers, Tel
Aviv, developed the bi-national
advert for Tadiran. Natan got the

idea months before the Camp David
summit, and approached Peled
advertising agency, which made
arrangements with Egypt for the
location filming. He brought along to

Egypt English cameraman Philip
Meheuz. The two spent two days
shooting the ad with an Egyptian
crew.
The film la two and a half minutes

long and is currently playing in local

cinemas. In one shot, an Israeli boy
sends a dove of peace to an Egyptian
boy. who receives the gift while stan-

ding in front of the Pyramids. In
another, an Egyptian fisherman on
the banks of the NJle inserts Tadiran
batteries into his radio, from which
then la heard a Hebrew jingle for
Tadiran- J.B.

The Economist
January 6, 1979
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drugstore no.1 dizengoff center

Original French Restaurant
offers
TODAY: choucroute alsacienne
TOMORROW: cassoulet toulaousain

IL79, incl. VAT
fnot incl. 10'/. service)
AVAILABLE EVERY DAY:
steak with "matchstlck" chips

drugstore

iSh
Sights the ordinary tourist doesn’t get to see

Organised half-day coach tours for groups to
West Bank settlements.

An unforgettable experience.
KnquiriPN Invited from tour lwdm/IntrrMtwi purlins.

Tel. 81869.1, Jerusalem.

Threat to individual freedom DryBones
DAVID G. JOROFF warns of the dangers to individual

freedom and privacy inherent in the proposed centralized

data bank.
SiSSi

1 Nlcouw-wsws.

"We areforbidden to utilize immoral
acts in order to overcome other im-
moral acts. This solves nothing — »<

simply compounds the level of im-
morality. " Samuel Johnson

"Two wrongs do not make a right.
”

Old saying

THE OFFICE of Income Tax is

rightly concerned about evasion of

taxes. There is no question that this

is a tremendous problem In Israel

and some solution must be found. In

this, I support the Income Tax Office
completely. The solution, however,
must not he one that Imposes either
directly or indirectly on the freedom
and privacy of individuals In the na-

tion. •

Recently It was announced that

each resident of Israel will be given

an identification number that will

become part of all his dealings with

all governmental agencies, and that

this number will be used to check
whether he owes or has evaded tax
payments.

If this is found to be the case, peo-

ple will not be allowed to leave the

country or to transfer certain kinds

of property until they have settled

their tax debts. This number will be
a part of all governmental transac-

tions and will be filed in a new data
bank of centralized files on each in-

dividual in the country.

number will only confuse Issues and
add a new clerical function — that of
matching the two sets of numbers.
Second— that we can entertain the

illusion that simply giving another
number — one that will be cen-
tralized — will ease the problem In
identifying tax evaders is naive. The
problem is not in "numbering" —
the problem is with the inefficiency
of a bureaucratic system that has
not managed to keep track of
its citizens in the first place.
Suchan experiment was tried (and

continuesl in the U.S. There it Is

used to catch abusers of the welfare
system. But the real abusers learned
how to obtain four, five, or even
more numbers, and the “system"
became even more conAised than it

was earlier. It was also found, for the
few abusers who were apprehended,
that it cost far more to catch them
than the amount that could be ob-
tained in fines.

THERE ARE THREE problems
with such a proposal — two minor
and almost amusing, and the other

serious enough to threaten the per-

sonal security and privacy of every
Individual In the nation.

First— the idea of giving everyone
a "new number" is simply
ridiculous. We all have a number —
the Identity number of our Teudat
Zehut. The addition of another

BUT NEITHER of these problems is

the serious one. They will add to our
governmental payroll and to our
bureaucratic confusion but not par-

ticularly to the efficiency of govern-
ment or to tax revenue. The serious

problem is In the establishment of

the data bank Itself.

A data bank means that large,

amounts of information concerning
both the public and private lives of

each citizen will be available on a
single computer. Such data would in-

clude basic information such as
family status, age, professional and
work backgrounds. It would also In-

clude Information concerning
military service, ownership of

property, financial status, health

and legal problems (both civil and
criminal). Thus, at a single moment,
one could have a complete profile of

an individual.

There is no governmental agency

which needs ail of this information i

and the instant availability of such a
•dossier" presents a clear and im-

minent threat to the Individual. It is

well known that data is difficult to

protect. Even the most sophisticated

computer programmes are far from
infallible and unauthorized sources

can easily achieve access to such in-

formation.
Of course one may wonder what

objections we should have to this.

After all, If we have done nothing
wrong why should we be afraid to

make our lives public?
The answer is twofold. First of all.

there is no need to make our lives

public. That is to say, the Individual

and the family should enjoy a right

to privacy, and with such a data

bank that privacy la threatened. Se-

cond. there is, at least morally, a
need to protect the rights of both

those who do and do not have things

to hide. That is to say, the decisions

oh who is moral and immoral belong I

to the courts,, the individual and I

higher powers if we believe in those, i

They are not public domain.
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THIS 15 NOT to say that we have to

protect the privacy of the guilty to

save them from prosecution. We do,

however, have to protect the rights

of the innocent. And even for the

guilty we have guaranteed the right

to a fair trial and other basic rights

that both the guilty and -innocent

share.
Here It becomes clear that we are

speaking of the question of the
difference between rights and
privileges. Rights have evolved into

something that all members of a
society have. They cannot be taken
away for any reason. Privileges.

however, are accorded by society

and one must meet certain basic

behavioural and ‘moral re-
quirements to maintain those
privileges. If one violates the law or

themoral code, those privilegesmay
be withdrawn.
Privacy la a right and therefore

cannot 'be withdrawn.
The problem is thus not one of data

gathering. The data is already
available. The problem is that each
agency that needs various data must
develop systems of better use of the

data that is already "ui

them. The maselve gafi£§
in a single place «eiyes3
whatever If th«iiy*tf
equipped to deal
say, if the system is&e
begin with. That the/gaj

such data does pose a'cte
vious threat to both the Sol

the state Is obvfcus^fchd
avoided at all costs, r:
The author is chair
Psychology Departmen,
butz movement college

MIDNIGHT. — The phone rings. A
very sleepy cameraman in the
employ of one of the largest foreign
television networks operating in

Israel answers. It’s Gush Emunim
again. Come quickly, they say, we're
going to cut a hole In the fence at

Kiryat Arba and settle outside its

boundaries.
He curses, gets dressed and goes

down to the car. No, he won't go; the
chances are that they'll never air the
film at all. But he has to go. They're
all going to be there — NBC, CBS,
ABC will all have sent a crew, and
the Germans will be there for sure.

So he has to be there. That's the
nature of the profession.

He arrives at Kiryat Arba at about
1:00 a.m. It's all over. He's missed
the action. Not to worry. Rabbi
Levinger and his cohorts console
him. we’ll do it again for you.
The cameraman refuses and gets

back to bed in time to grab two hours
of sleep before be is alerted to yet

Media are getting tired of Gush Emunim message

FROM PIONEERING TO PR
another settlement bid, this time by
the group out at Givon. He doesn't
want to go, but...

The bleary-eyed cameraman
recounted the story of his disturbed
night, with his soundman nodding
confirmation, over a glass of tea in
The Post cafeteria last week. He was
in Jerusalem again because Gush
Emunim was holding a press con-
ference at Raxnat Eshkol. He didn't
want to cover it. but...

One has to hand it to the Gush.
They have been conducting a
brilliant press campaign, working on
the weaknesses and fickleness of the
foreign and local press. They have
built up a master-network of tipsters
and informants who have bullied
traditionally hard-nosed bureau

By HIRSH GOODMAN

chiefs Into submission by threaten-

ing to inform the opposition ex-
clusively If their tips go unregarded.

Often, a film is not even developed
let alone screened. But one has to be
there, just in case this one time turns
out to be the story. And this the
Gush's P.R. men realize.

IT HASBEEN calculated by those in

the know that the international
media' have spent hundreds of
thousands of pounds these past few
weeks on running around like sheep,
trying to keep pace with the antics of

the Gush. It seems incredible that so
much should be spent on so little.

Each time the phone rings at one of

the several foreign television offices

to report that the Gush' is on the
move, out goes a cameraman at 1100

per day; out goes a soundman at $50,

and out goes another $50 for camera

,

rental. This Is exclusive of travel ex-

penses, hotels, food and so on.

Thousands and thousands of pounds.
There have been attempts by the

newsmen in question to rationalize

things. They tried suggesting a mass
‘cease-fire* — that none of them
would cover the next tent-pitching

ceremony unless they all agreed to

do so. In the world of the “scoop,"
this of course cannot work.
So it took one of the major

networks to announce emphatically
a few days ago that as far as they

i

were concerned, the.

longer a story; come -w

classic case of over
called it.

NOW PERHAPS, the

(Which thankfully has
story to the inside';

supportive a journal sis

will follow the same, a
with a bit of luck the Chiab

Ly disappear. Or settle^

settlement Is their aim.
1"'

After all, in the pasty

to settle the country
NBC, ABC and whoever;

strobe lights looking:

shoulders. If back inIMS
to wait for the cameracn M
Kippur

.
eve,

.
when : weV

settlements simultanei
'

Negev, we would have
But one must admit to

respect for the Ma
qualities of the Gush,
thought they were Jusifj

simple pioneering folk;-
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READERS' LETTERS

THE OLD CITY WALLS FUNERAL CUSTOMS STRIKE PAY
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — Could I be informed
whether the filth on top of Damascus
Gate has been left there expressly
for tourists? During a Friday mor-
ning sketching expedition, I counted
at least five different sets of tourists
with their cameras, all having to
scuffle through dirty papers and of-

fal to- climb the steps and walk along
the walls.
One can Imagine their enthusiasm

when they return to their various
countries for the manner in which we
take care of the Old City.

JEAN KADMON
Jerusalem.

The Jerusalem Municipality replies:
The Old City walls, neglected for

hundreds of years by the Turkish,
British and Jordanian authorities,
are a great attraction for tourists
and hikers. In recent years, we were
warned that, in their present state,
the walls were a threat to safety
since the path on the top, which peo-
ple love to follow, lacks pavement,
parapets and stairs, and parts of it

require delicate and thorough
reconstruction. Consequently,
several month ago, we decided to
forbid people from climbing on the
walls, and notices to this effect, war-
ning of the danger involved, were
posted at the approaches to the walls
and published in the press.

The Jerusalem Municipality has
drawn up and started to implement a
broad reconstruction plan, prepared
by a special group of architects: it

includes paving the path on the
walls, repairing broken sections, in-

stalling lights and assuring the safe-

ty of visitors. This project, which in-

volves delicate restoration work,
will cost HAm. and take two years to

complete.
At the same time, we are speeding

up work on the restoration and
beautification of Damascus Gate;
this includes the gate Itself and the
entrance plazas, the facade of the
shops in the area, the planned gar-
den and the underground Infrastruc-
ture. This project will cost IL8m.
and is further proof of our desire to

conserve the architectural and
historical asset which the walls and
their surroundings constitute.

I understand Mrs. Kadxnon's reac-
tion to the filth that has accumulated
at Damascus Gate as a result of the
misbehaviour of visitors who not
only do not pay attention to the war-
ning signs, but add to the garbage.
Under the circumstances, the sanita-
tion department does not clean up
the area regularly and will not do so
until the restoration work is com-
pleted.

RAFI DEVARA,
Municipal Spokesman

Jerusalem.

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

EVENTS
IN IRAN

SAMUEL BRONFMAN

To theEditor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir,— In Ws letter ofDecember 14,
Mr. V. N. Mallnov interprets my
statements about the Iranian army
being alienated from the people and
the conscripts being exposed to the
influence of their environment as in-
consistent.

I beg to differ. The army as an es-
tablishment' with its generals con-
sidered as the Shah's own is one
thing and the drafted soldiers and
young officers sprung from the rank
and file are another thing. Hence the
miscalculation of the Shah and the
misinterpretation of Mr. Mallnov.

M. SA VIDOR, M.S.
Jerusalem.

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I read with interest Ya'acov
Reuel’s excellent article on Quebec's
Jewish problem In your issue of

November 17. Mr. Reuel made an
error in referring to Montreal tycoon
Sam Bronfman, who on the eve of the
1976 Quebec election threatened to

pack up and leave, etc. Samuel
Bronfman passed away is 2971 and it

is his son, Charles, who Is referred
to.

Sir, — The objections raised on
December 25 by a group of
traditionalists to the funeral
arrangements for Golda Melr as be-

ing contrary to the Halacha confirm
Rabbi Carlebach's contention of the
same day that such people are Ig-

norant of the Halacha, which states
clearly that It is permissible to post-
pone burial “for the sake of the
deceased's honour. ..to bring
mourners, or so that relatives may
come, or to make it known to com-
munities" (Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh
De 'ah, sec. 357). Furthermore, the
Talmud states that when a head of

state dies, all the people are enjoined
to participate in the funeral
{Pesahim 70b, Rashi s.v. demit
nasi).

The problem with those who Insist

on preserving traditional customs to-
day is that they are concerned only
with customs acquired during the
period of Galut and they resist the in-

troduction of customs which prevail-

ed in Jewish life during the period of
our independent sovereignty.
Another example of an ancient
custom abandoned in the Galut and
reintroduced in modem Israel is the

placing of a wreath in honour of the
deceased (Betea 6a, lemeigas lei

asa, and Rashi a.l}.

Regrettably, the long Galut has
eroded the feeling amongst
traditional Jews for tiferet shel
malchut, the splendour of Jewish
sovereignty. I wonder what these
traditionalists mean when they pray,
"Renew our days as of old."

RABBI MENDELL LEWITTES
Jerusalem.

Sir, — In your editorial of
December 25, “In support of the
teachers,” you imply your disap-
pointment at the intervention of the
Civil Service Commissioner In the
negotiations between the high school
teachers and the government, which
delayed the settlement of the strike.

May I point out that Dr. Avraham
Friedman was only doing his duty
when he reminded all concerned that
they had to follow the consistent
and uniform policy of nopay for the

,

strike period, whatever the occupa-
tion of the strikers. .

Just imagine what would have
happened -If the teachers' demand
for pay during their prolonged strike

had'been accepted! Wh
.be. -if everybody who w
ran no risks, not eve
forfeiting his pay? .

The many strikes n
afflicted Israel in recent

. caused untold damage to

economy. It is therefore

to take whatever m
reduce the urge , to
resulting damage to a
long as no pay for the i

the only recourse the
have, those concerned m
this principle from be.

mined. .
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EXTREMIST VIEWS

JACK JACOBSON
Executive Director,

Canadian Friends of the
Hebrew University

Toronto.

To ( he Editor ofThe Jemsalem Post

Sir, — I wonder why your esteem-
ed newspaper, which takes an objec-
tive and moderate view of the
political issues we are involved in,
gives so much room to the extremist
and sometimes quite distorted views
of Mr. Shmuel Katz. His "Opinion"
can only damage our image and en-
courages our enemies in the world.

DR. ROBERT ATLASZ
Tel Aviv.

DELIVERE
TO YOU
HOME

Women’s International Zionist Organisation
The Executive of World Wizo, its 50 federations throughout the world

and their 650 institutions in Israel

Salute

The Wizo Federation in Israel
on the occasion of its 161h Conference, opening TODAY in Tel Aviv.

May its members be blessed to continue their work for the benefit of the people of Israel.

RAYA JAKI.OM
Prosldoni. World Wizo

RUTH 1ZAKSON '

Chairman. World Wizo Ksrrullvr
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